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PREFACE
The material presented in this report forms the basis of an
introductory course in linear thin shell analysis as taught at
Texas A&M University. Its primary purpose is to acquaint the student
with the assumptions and limitations of linear shell analysis as
based on the Kirchoff hypotheses. As a consequence, there are no
example problems or, for that matter, any special treatments such
as shallow shell analysis or synnnetrically loaded shells of
revolution.
In developing the course material, a choice in approach had to
be made. Tensor analysis could have been used and the results pre-
sented so as to show their generality. Even more appealing would
have been the freedom of choice of coordinate system that tensors
would have allowed. In spite of these advantages, the vector
approach was thought to be the more feasible one. The chief
consideration leading to this conculsion was that the students
were more familiar with vectors than tensors and hence be able to
better cope with the presented material. Since principal curva-
linear coordinates were to be used exclusively, the resulting
equations when developed by vector methods would not be particularly
complex and many of the important concepts could be readily grasped.
If the course material were such as to inspire further studies in
shell analysis, then the tensor approach could be found in the
various books and articles dealing with this topic.
In developing the course, a great deal of stress has been placed
on differential geometry. It was felt that a great deal of confusion
with regard to strains, curvature changes, twist and compatibility
could be eliminated by considering a surface and its deformation.
But even more so, by first developing the general equations for a
surface, a means would be available for deriving the corresponding
non-linear expressions.
F_ch of the material has been typed directly from class notes
and as a consequence the English tends to be stilted. However, it
is hoped that the material is sufficiently clear in exposition so
as to be readable. One comment on the presentation: a great deal
of the analysis depends on the orthnormal triad of vectors of the
undeformed surface and their derivatives. The derivatives of these
vectors is given at the end in the Addendum rather than in Chapter
II as would normally be expected.
There is no claim for the originality of thework. Much of the
material can be found in one form or another in texts dealing with
shell analysis. However, those works which most directly influenced
the present compilation are A. V. Pogorelov, '_ifferential Geometry",
V. V. Novozhilov, 'The Theory of Thin Shells", Delft, 1959,
"Proceedings of the Symposium on the Theory of Thin Elastic Shells",
P. M. Naghdi, 'Progress in Solid Mechanics", Volume IV.
C HA P T E R I
INTRODUCTION
I.I Definition of a Thin Shell
A thin shell is a body bounded by two curved surfaces, the distance
between the surfaces being small in comparison with the radii of curvature
of the surfaces.
Smallness in this instance must be defined. It will be tacitly
assumed that quantities of order of magnitude (_/l) in comparison with
unity may be neglected. (The reason for this assumption will be brought
out later when studying the Klrchoff hypothesis.) Since a m_xtmum error
of 5_ is normally admisable in shell analysis, the above approximation
is equivalent to stating that
max (61R) _ 1120
Thus the definition of a thin shell is now quantitatively evaluated.
There are other assumptions which will be implied in the resulting
development. Th_s¢ assumptions are stated as follows.
a) Shell is thin (6/a _ i120)
b) Material is homogeneous and Isotroplc
c) Material remains elastic throughout the stressed range and
obeys Hooke's Law.
d) Deflections are sufficiently small so that linear theory
is applicable. This iS equivalent to stating that products
of displacements and their derivatives may be neglected in
the analysis
e) Edge of the shells are plane curves and cuts are made
perpendicular to the middle surface
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1.2. Method of Solution
Basically, a shell is nothing more than a three dimensional elastic
body subjected to external loads. As a consequence, the equations
derivable from the theory of elasticity are applicable to such a body.
Thus there are two basic methods by which shell problems may be solved.
The first is to express the equilibrium equations in terms of stresses,
formulate the compatibility equations in terms of stresses and combine
together. The resulting equations are called the Beltrami-Michell
Equations and are given below.
____ + ___ + _÷_=O
_X O_ D_
_+_) b× _ n-_)
z 7..
vO'_ +____ _ =
(,+-/_a×a a Ox I
Equilibrium
compatibility
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Strictly speaking, the Beltrami-Michell equations refer to the trans-
formation of the compatibility equations, which are stated in terms
of strains, to a set of equations in terms of stress. Note that
_,_,_ refer to body forces and not surface forces and furthermore
that
The second method of postulating the elasticity problem is to
express the equilibrium equations in terms of displacement functions.
In this manner, the need of the compatibility equations is circum-
vented since these equations when expressed in displacement form are
identically satisfied. Another advantage in the displacement
formulation is that the total number of equations is reduced to only
three, but note that the order of derivative is increased. The
equations of elasticity, when stated in displacement form are termed
the Navier Equations and are given as follows.
B_
where in the above,_,_Z,_ are again body forces and;
_= ___4_+ __f_+ ______ (volume dilatation)
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Lam_ constants of elaticity
Thus any solution to an elasticity problem and any exact solution to
the shell problem must satisfy one or the other of the above system
of equations.
Various attempts have been made to solve three dimensional
elasticity problems but except for a limited class of problems, this
area is in general unexplored. In the application of the elasticity
equations to shells, certain simplifications can be made due to the
thinness of the material. Thus attempts have been made to expand the
various functions such as stress in power series in parameters of
(F/R) where_ is the distance measured normal to the shell. Some
success has been attained using this approach but the results did
not warrant the effort.
The classical method of shell analysis is based on the
Kirchoff hypotheses first formulated in the study of elastic plates.
These hypotheses are three in number and are given below.
i) Lines initially normal to a shell surface remain so
after deformation
ii) Line segments oriented normal to the shell surface
suffer no extensions or contractions
iii) Normal stresses acting on planes tangent to the shell
surface may be neglected in comparison with other
stresses.
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These three assumptions have already been encountered in plates
and are generalizations of the "plane sections remaining plane"
assumption in simple beam bending theory. Their application to shells
is first attributed to G. Aron and further exploited by A. E. H. Love.
In fact, the Kirchoff assumptions together with the shell development
as presented by Love is still the standard reference work though
modifications have taken place. Love's presentation is frequently
called "first order shell theory approximation".
A number of things should be mentioned about the Kirchoff
hypothesis. To begin with, it is in general an approximation and
hence introduces an inherent error into the analysis. Various
investigators have looked into the resulting error and found that
it is in general of order (_/R), or one that falls within the scope
of the thin shell approximation. However the magnitude of this error
is dependent on theiloading condition and where rapidly varying loads
are present, recent papers have shown that the error is slzeably
increased over that normally expected. Secondly, note that the
condition of undeformed normal implies the lack of transverse she_r
stresses, a situation virtually never encountered. Thus the Kirchoff
hypothesis is basically an erroneous one and as a consequence, it
must be concluded that any shell theory based on such a hypothesis
cannot be improved-in accuracy. The retention of terms smaller than
order (g/R) is superfulous since it does nothing for the basic accuracy
of the theory.
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Another thing to note about the Kirchoff hypothesis is that it
introduces a contradiction. Oneof its assumptions is that the normal
deformation and hence normal strain in a direction perpendicular to
the shell surface is zero. In essence, this is analogous to the condition
of plane strain. However, the third of its assumptions is that the
normal stress in a direction perpendicular to the shell middle surface
is negligible which is analogous to the condition of plane stress.
6
For a plane stress and plane strain condition to exist simultaneouly a
necessary condition is that the remaining two normal stress be depen-
dent. Again this condition is seldom realized.
The Kirchoff hypothesis does not restrict the method of solution.
Thus either a displacement or stress formulation of the resulting
equations is possible. If a stress formulation is to be utilized,
than rather then use the Beltrami-Michell equations as stated, the
stresses are reduced to stress resultants, or forces per unit length
of some reference surface, usually the shell middle surface. This
procedure is analogous to that used in deriving the plate equations.
The equilibrium and compatibility equations may then be stated
in terms of stress resultants.
In the case of a displacement formulation, the Navier equations
together with the consequence s of the Kirchoff hypothesis are utilized,
The resulting equations are then operated on so as to yield a set of
equations in terms of the components of the displacement of some
reference surfac% again usually the middle surface.
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From the standpoint of historical development and predominant use, the
stress resultant formulation is most frequently encountered. This is an
odd situation when one considers that the Kirchoff hypotheses are conditions
placed more on displacement than on stresses. The reason for the dominant
use of stress resultants are obscure, but perhaps the greatest reason is
one of historic development. Thus the use of the Kirchoff hypothesis
in plates preceded its use in shells and since the success in plate
solution came from stating the equilibrium equations in terms of stress
resultants, it would be reasonably expected that the first attempts at
a shell equation formulation would closely parallel those of the plate.
Aron and Love used the stress resultant formulation and otheTs that
followed built on their historic developments. Another reason for the
use of the stress resultant formulation is that unlike the displace-
ment formulation, it is insensitive to the discrepancy between a
plane strain and plane stress formulation. In the displacement
formulation, the assumption of non-extensibility of normals to the
shell middle surface must be discarded if a resultant plane stress
formulation of the shell equations is desired.
Work has been done on the displacement formulation of the shell
equations. This work is chiefly attributed to V. Z. Vlasov. However
some fundamental questions have as yet to be answered.
1o3. Consequences of the Ki_rchoff hypotheses
In elementary beam bending theory, the assumption of plane sections
remaining plane led to a simple formulation of the stress equation and
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the displacement equation°
I d_
Now if the deflection of the elastic curve were known, then the
stresses, strains and displacements could all be calculated geometri-
cally. Thus the plane sections assumptions reduced the problem to
one of finding the deflection of the elastic curve. Now in the case
of plates, the Kirchoff hypothesis allowed an assumption of linear
variation of the displacements and hence strains through the plate
thickness. Thus again, if the deflection of the plate, (actually
the plate middle surface) were known, then stresses, strains and dis-
placements could be found by simple geometric means. Hence the
solution of the plate problem was reduced to the solution of the
deflection of a plate surface.
When the Kirchoff hypothesis is used in shells, the conclusions
are the same as previously encountered. Namely, the Kirchoff hypothesis
allows one to assume a linear variation of the displacements through
the shell thickness. Hence the displacements, stresses may all be
calculated in terms of the deflections of some reference surface
(again the middle surface). Thus in shells, the solutions to the
shell problem reduces itself to predicting the deformation of some
surface. However, unlike the case of the plate or beam, the resultant
equations are stated in terms of stress resultants which ultimately
are dependent on the deflections of a surface.
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It may then be seen, that the most important consequence of the
Kirchoff hypothesis is that it reduces the analysis of a three
dimensional problem to the study of a single surface. Since the study
of surfaces is so important to shell analysis, the next chapter
will be devoted to a review of analytic and differential geometry.
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CHAPTER I I
Surface Study
The study of thin elastic shells is such as to finally reduce the
various expressions to functions acting on the shell middle surface.
This is no more than a generalization and explicit statement of what has
occurred in the study of simple beams and flat plates. Thus in the former
case, the elastic line and its deformation was all important and in the
latter, the planform shape, or the plane was essential in the formulation
of the plate equations.
Since the study of the middle surface will become so important in the
study of shells, it will be advantageous to briefly review and survey some
results of the geometry of surfaces.
2.1. Specification Of A Surface And Its Properties In The Larse
A surface may be defined as a configuration of points having a two
dimensional character; that is, a point moving on the surface, but otherwise
unrestricted, has two degrees of freedom. Thus to completely specify a
surface, two independent coordinates will always be necessary.
Assuming a C_rtesian coordinate system, an explicit or implicit
equation may be used to describe the surface. An example of an explicit
representation is the following equation;
In this representation, x and y are independent variables and _ is
assumed to a single valued function of these variables. This equation
can also be looked upon as a mapping of points from one set, those in the
x-y plane, to those in space defining the surface. However, the boundary
of the points in the x-y plane is not rectangular but in shape the same as
the projection of the surface on the x-y plane. This _ituation is
shown in the sketch below.
Z
i
I
J I //
i_llcit _nctional representation definin 8 a surface is glvem by
an equation of the form
F(x,y,_) = 0
In this inst_ce the choice of independent variables is purely discretionary.
Howler, it might be noted that frequently the i_licit representation is
used when the variables cannot be conveniently solved for an e_licit
relation.
Some examples of surface equatio_ are as follows:
a) Right circular cylinder
x2 + y2 = a 2
b) Sphere
x2 + y2 +_ 2 = a2
c) _ne
x2 + y2 = k2_ 2
d) Body of revolution
x2 + y2 = _6_
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e) Plane
Ax + By + C _ = D
Note that all of the above examples are defined in implicit form and
with the exception of the plane, are all bodies of revolution about the
_axis.
Analytically, there is a yet more convenient way to express the
equation of a surface than either by explicit or implicit method. The
basis for this method lies in the fact that only two independent coordinates
are necessary to define a surface. Consider now two independent variables
cK and_ defined in an _ -?
such that
plane and defined in a rectangular region
Then relative to the Cartesian coordinate system, the points (x,y,_)
of the surface may be written as;
A representation of a surface in such a manner is called a parametric
representation. In a mathematical sense_ what is being done is a rectangular
region on the _-# plane is being mapped on to a spacial surface, the
mapping transformations being the functional relations that exist between
_, _ and x,y, _ . Note that the explicit equation form of a surface may
be called a parametric representation. Thus letting c_ = x and _ = y, the
explicit form given as
may now be written as
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X=_
X = a Cos_
y = a Sin_
However note the difference between this representation and a true parametric
representation. Here, <K and/_ are defined in a definite region i,n
general non-rectangular. Thus, the region of definition of _ and
itself depends on the shape of the surface, a situation which is not true
in a true parametirazation.
Consider now the paremetric representations of the surfaces previously
considered.
a) Right circular cylinder
0 <
b) Sphere
g
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C ) Cone
g-_k S,nl ; o<:<
/
Body of Revolution
X
y : d2(=t_)_5"i0_ ; 0<_
Now in the examples cited, note that <_ and _ have direct gepmetrical
interpretation in the Cartesian coordinate system. However, note that their
definition is such that they continuously and arbitrarily vary in some
rectangular region of the ( o<- _ ) plane. The fact that we draw an
angular measurement by means of circular segments is just an aid in
visualization. Note further that the parameters _ and_ are not unique.
The ones that were used in the examples were the most nautral and convenient
ones to use. However, any other set of parameters would have equally
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described the surfaces.
All surfaces must be described by the use of two independent
coordinates.
2, There are three ways of describing a surface.
a) Explicit relation:
b) Implicit relation:
c) Parametric:
3, The principle value of curvalinear coordinates is that their
domain of definition is a rectangular plane area and hence
independent of the shapeof the surface.
4o The parametric representation of a surface is not unique.
2,2. Surface Properties In The Small
Since the purpose of the present surface study is to facilitate the
development of a set of differential shell equations, it might reasonably
be expected that the properties in the small would be more important
than those in the large.
2.3. Concept Of a Tangent Plane And Normal To A Surface
Consider for a moment the equation of a surface given as
and consider a tangent plane to this surface. Now the general equation of
a plane is given as:
Ax + By + C _ = D
where A, B and C are defined as the direction numbers of the normal to
the plane. If now the point of tangency to the surface is at the point
_Su_nary :
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(a,b,c), then since this must also be a point on the surface, the equation
of the plane may be written as:
A(x-a) + B(y-b) + C(_-c) = 0
Now consider the partial derivative _)<ICa_b_ ,
v>i
J
this partial derivative represents the slope of the line of intersection
of the surfaces
_(x,y) ; y b
at the point (a,b). Hence, points lying on this tangent line are given
by the equations:
In a completely analagous manner, the partial derivative a_-_¢ajb)
represents the slope of the line of intersection of the surfaces _ (x,y)
and x = a at the point (a,b). Thus, points lying along this line are given
by the equat ion;
- --elf- c% a
If a tangent plane is being sought to the surface at the point (a,b),
then this tangent plane must contain the two tangent lines to the surface
and hence the points lying on that line. Applying this principle to the
equation of the tangent plane previously stated, it is now possible to
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calculate the coefficients A, B and C. Substituting, the result becomes:
_C_b_ (×-o-b+ _C_ C_-b)- c_-__')= o
Thus, the direction numbers of the normal to the tangent plane and hence
to the surface are:
ex
Suppose now that equation of the surface is stated in implicit form,
that is,
F(x,y,_) -- 0
Then by the implicit function chain rule;
_
and hence the direction numbers of the surface normal become;
Consider now the parametric definition of a surface, namely;
In this particular instance, it may be more advantageous to develop
the equation of the tangent plane and hence in this manner determine the
direction numbers of the normal. Furthermore, in dealing with the surface,
it is easier to deal with the vector equation of a surface.
In vector form, the equation of a surface may be written as:
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In Cartes_n coordinates, the vector r becomes:
m J
r = xi +yj +_[
where i, j and k are the orthornormal triad corresponding to the x, y and
axis. Again let the point P, (a,b,c) be the one at which the tangent plane
is desired. Let (x,y, _) be some arbitrary point Q on the plane. Let the
vector to the point (a,b,c) be designated as _p and that to Q as r--q
/
Now the vector _r = rq - rp lies in the tangent plane.
the derivative of the surface vector r with respect to each of the co-
ordinates. For this purpose, consider first _/_ Now _ (_,_)
Consider now
is a vector to some point on the surface. Letting =_ increase defines a
m
new vector, r(_@m_) /5, ) which again is a vector to some neW point on the
surface. Hence the vector;[_+_o<j_ -- _(_j_ corresponds
to a secant vector on the surface and letting /_--->O would imply
that this vector becomes tangent to the surface. Hence the vectors _/_
and _/_ evaluated at the point P represent vectors lying in the
tangent plane to the surface. Thus the triple product
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Now:
a_,-__r + _+___
m E ---C×-__,,_ + e_t-6_7-'- C_-_'_i,.
Then :
Hence, forming the inner product, the result becomes;
where all the derivatives are evaluated at the point P(a,b,c). Thus, the
direction numbers of the normal to the surface defined in parametric form
_ given as:
Or in Jacobian Form;
Summary of Results
The direction numbers of the normal for a surface are given as the
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fol lowing :
a) Explicit Form:
b) Implicit Form:
F(x,y, _ ) = 0
c) Parametric Form:
2.4. Definition Of A Curve And Its Representation
A curve may be defined as an ordered continuous configuration of points
possessing a one dimensional character. An arc is defined as a curve which
does not intersect itself and has two distinct and finite ends. A closed
curve with no self intersections is termed a simple or Jordon type of
curve. A rectifiable curve is one whose length may be approxiated by the
length of secants.
Curves are frequently represented as the intersection of two surfaces.
Thus given two surfaces, F(x,y,_) = 0 and G(x,y,_) = 0, the equation of
the curve formed by their intersection would be
F(x,y,_ ) = 0
G(x,y,_ ) - 0
There is a more appealing manner of specifying curves, and that is
parametrically. Since a curve is a one dimensional configuration of points,
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it should be possible to find but one parameter, say t, such that the
x,y, _ coordinates of every point on the curve would be given as :
x = x(t)
y = y(t)
= (t)
The parameter t varies continuously between a and b. In a sense,
the functional representation represents a transformation of a straight
line segment, the t axis, to the given curve. It is assumed Zb_every
point on the t axis has its image on the given curve.
s
f
With the parametric representation, there is associated the vector
representation. That is, given a radius vector from some origin to some
point on the curve, the equation of the radius vector may be written as:
r = r(t)
The vector r_presentation has the convenience of not being tied down
to a particular coordinate system.
2.5. Length Of A Curve
Consider now a rectifiable curve given in parametric form. Then by
the Pathagerion Theorem;
ds 2 = dx 2 + dy 2 + dW 2
If the given curve is stated in parametric form, the length may be finally
expressed as:
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6V \ d_/ k d_:J
o,.,
In vector form, the equation is given as:
b
As=_ V d_:/d--f. d_g__o_jt7d6
2.6. Tangent To A Curve
Consider again a space curve given by the equation
r = r(t)
Let T be a unit vector in the direction of the curve and tangent to it
and consider the differential Z3 r.
Hence, the vector Z_ r is the secant vector for the point P-_ Q of the
curve. Since the curve is rectifiable, then as Q-_P, /_ r approaches
the tangent to the curve. Now;
li l~
Thus, the unit tangent vector to the curve becomes:
d_
Or in terms of the parameter t;
2.7. Principle Normal To A Curve
Consider again the curve r -- r(t). Consider now the derivative d_.
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Thus;
d-7 f_',,_-,_-,_,d,_('_') J_--"\deJ
Consider first determing the direction of this vector with respect
to the vector T. Forming the inner product;
d_ d_ _dt fd__.&y- d {.'-J
kdeY
Now;
and;
'E .d__= _dd4)_d_ dt
jk-".
But since
_:. J__ f_,_'-
d_ d_ t a-_y d_kg_J-- 8_ d_ _
the result becomes;
dt d_--_ d_ d'_ _"
Substituting;
_. ,L.e- J _ + _ q3_ - o
I
Thus the vectors _ and d__Tare orthogonal to each other.
dS
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Let the unit vector in the direction of dT/dS be designated as N, which
is defined as the direction of the principal normal. Let the magnitude
of the vector be designated as k. The quantity k is called the curvature
of the curve. Thus;
dT= kN
dS
Note that the magnitude of k2 is given as;
k 2 = d2r . d2r
Or more conveniently;
k-
t_7-) td _;
- _ (_f_. _-l
tdt/
Simplifying by noting that;
$t_-JI i
then;
° --_
,__
Note that any further simplification leads to an identity.
2.8. Binormal Torsion
The vector dT/dS has been shown to be perpendicular to the tangent
vector, and its direction was called the direction of the principal normal.
However, it is obvious that other normals to the tangent vector may exist,
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and in fact, there are an infinite numberof such normalso
Consider now forming the cross product and defining the vector B,
B=TxN
m n
The vector B is defined as the binormal of the curve. Now the plane of T
and N is defined as the osculating plane. Note that every curve which has
a tangent and a normal will contain the binormal. Now consider forming
the derivative; d__B. The magnitude of this vector will be called the
dS
torsion of the Curve and designated as'k.
Forming the derivative;
dB = _ x dN + d_ x
dS dS dS
m
However the direction of dT/dS is by definition the direction of N and
hence;
m _ m
dB ffiT x dN
dS dS
Now
m m
0 = cl (B.B) = B.d..BB+ d.._B.B= 2B.__dB
dS dS dS dS
R o
Hence, the vector dB/dS is perpendicular to the vector B. But B is
perpendicular to _ and N. The situation is shown below;
"T"
Thus;
m
Thus dB/dS must lie in the osculating plane. However, dB/dS is also per-
pendicular to the plane of _ and dN/dS. Thus it must also be perpendicular
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m D
to the vector T. Thus it must be concluded that the vector dB/dS must be
in the direction of _. Defining _ as;
dB -- -_" N
dS
The quantity "_" may now be determined knowing _ _ N. Note that the torsion
is an indicator of the deviation of the curve from a plane curve and hence,
an indication of its twist. For a plane curve; _'_ --0.
Summary:
The equation of a curve is specified in vector parametric form as;
r = r(t)
The length of a line is given as;
dS 2 = _. dr>_ dt 2
The tangent vector is given as;
_=I dr
The principal normal and curvature are given as;
= d 2-
kN _° _ = -i_I/d__._ d2S dr + i d2r
The binormal is given as;
B=TxN
The torsion is given as;
-_N = dB
dS
In Pure vector form, it can be shown that;
T = _' where _' = d_
Ir'_ dt
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2.9. Vector Representation Of A Surface
In dealing with the parametric form of a surface, it was stated that
the surface coordinates might be represented in terms of two coordinates,
_and _ such that;
If now on i, j, k unit vector system is used, then a vector r may
be defined such that
Thus, the vector r uniquely defines the surface. Now the advantage of
using _:rather than x, y and z is that the representation of the surface
is freed of a specific coordinate system° Hence, the vector equation of a
surface is given as;
2_I0. Length Of A Curve On A Surface (First Quadratic Form_
Consider now some surface whose equation is r ( _ _ ), and consider a
point P on the surface and another point, say Q, close to this surface°
Let the values of c_ and _ corresponding to point P be ( _p_ _p )
and those corresponding to Q be ( _ _ ). Now if Q is close to P,
then it is reasonable to expect that the corresponding points in the (_-_ )
plane will also be close to each other so that;
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Let
_D.= 71_-_p The situation is shownon the following sketch°
Y
Nowthere exists somecurve whose points are P and Q and for which
the vector_ r is a secant. If_r remains the secant for this curve as
Q --_P, then it is obvious that the curve must be on the given surface and
hence, in the limit, the magnitude of the vector _ r becomesequal to the
length of the curve.
Consider now finding /_r. By a Taylor expansion about the point P;
Then the square of the scalor length of_ r, which in the limit is given
as dS, becomes;
the higher order terms dropping out.
The above expression for a differential line length on a surface is
called the first quadratic form of a surface.
Consider now the above expression in Cartesian coordinates when
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Substituting, the result becomes;
+ _ _ ÷
For convenience in writing the above expression, let
E / a.,._. _
Hence, the expression for dS 2 may also be written as;
To digress, note that the expression for dS 2 defines a metric on tie
surface. To illustrate this, let _(('_,¢})= _j; _ ¢f_,_)= _ ; _(=_,#)-- _
hence, the expression for the differential line element may be written as;
,3
e_x 7 z _ a._._
_,-,,._,,..,',.,,%'#,
Letting
j •
#_-- 7_&_" _--_"
2.
o,,_z _;,o/._,.¢.<,
2.11.
The quantity gjk is termed the fundamental metric tensor of the surface°
An_le Between Curves On A SurfaCe
Consider now a curve on the surface r(_)_ ). As pointed previously,
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the equation of a curve is expressed parametrically in terms of one parameter,
say t. Thus the general equation of a curve is r(t)o Nowif the curve lies
on the given surface, then points on the curve must be coincident with
points on the surface. Thus for the points on the curve, there exists a
separate parametrization such that c_= c_-(t) and _= _ (t). Thus the
equation of a curve on a surface is;
I
The direction of the line at any position is given by the direction
of its tangent vector T. Now
_ = I dr
dS
where dS is the differential segment of length and has been shown to be
= d +
Note now that E, F and G are surface and not line properties. The only
quantities which depend on the curve length are the quantities do< and
d _ o Note now that
i
Consider now two curves on the surface, let one of the curves be
m m
designated as rl, and the other by r2. Thus;
2
Assume now that the two curves intersect at the point P on the surface°
Let the value of _ and_ corresponding to this point be designated as
(c_p) _p_. Then the tangent vectors to the two curves at this point
become;
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mTI = I__ dr I
dS I
dS 2
The angle between the two tangent vectors and hence, the curves become;
Cos 0 = T'l T--2 = I (drI . dr2)
d"SldS2
The derivative dr is given as;
7-
where now the derivatives are evaluated at point P. Note now that although
there are two vectors, r I and r2, both vectors are the surface vector°
Hence, the derivative _/_o( is the same for the two curves. The same
obviously holds true for _/_ . However, d _ and d represent
an incremental change along each of the curves and hence, are indicators
of the directions of the two curves. Thus;
Hence, the expression for the angle 0 becomes;
. ds,d_. L k a,x" S'_-) _,_,x _ d_'dt_
Substituting the defined expressions of E, F and G;
Cos -d_--ds_ d,,_,_+ _-e_,
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Examples :
Consider now a right circular cylinder
x 2 + y2 _- a2
Its parametrized form is given as
J
For this cylinder, the vector equation is given as;
Consider now a curve on the cylinder. For this curve, let
_--/_,t _ __-_,t. 5o_
Hence, the equation of the line becomes;
The resulting curve is a helix drawn on the cylinder. Consider now another
helix given by the equation;
and consider now bending the angle between the two helices at the point
( _:o _ F.o).
Now;
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do_, ---I_,d-}s
Furthermore, the vector equation for the two curves is given as;
Consider now calculating the quantities E, F, G for the surface.
E - _. _ _ a_ _, _ + _Co_ = a_
F = B_,. _ =o
G= a___.g_. I
Hence, E, F, G are constants for a circular cylinder. Now the differential
lengths for each of the curves are given as;
d,_a d_,, + d_,a"
Substituting for d _, and d _/a , the result becomes;
Substituting into the expression for Cos g;
k_,l_Ca_Od-La
Or ;
, e=oCbse = -/--
Hence, the two curves coincide. This is not a surprising conclusion for consider
the point at which the curve intersects the (z-y) plane. For curve I;
kl t = _"IT
2
and for curve 2;
k2t = 7[/2
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Hence, the heights of the two curves are the same above the x-y plane
and therefore the two curves are identical. The only thing that k I and
k2 do is to speed up the drawing of the curve.
2.12. Curvature Of A Surface And Second _uadratic Form Of A Surface
Second Quadratic Form Of A Surface:
In the previous section, the first quadratic form of a surface had
been introduced. To recapitulate, this form, designated usually by the
symbol I, had been derived on the basis of a length of curve. That is;
Now associated with surfaces, there is a quantity called the second
quadratic form and is defined as (-dr dn) where n is the unit normal
to the surface. The second quadratic form is designated by the symbol
II. Thus;
i j m
Consider now expressing the values of dr =_ dn. As found for dr
The expression for n has as yet not been developed but from its definition,
it obviously is perpendicular to the tangent plane to the surface. Now
as has been pointed out, _ and _ lay in the tangent plane°
Hence;
_=
Now it can be shown that
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or EG-F2
Note that the proof of this statement can be gotten by going back to the
definition of the direction numbersfor a normal to the surface and expanding
n
the results. Thus the equation for the normal n becomes.
,/_'G'-F'- ' aJ _
Consider then the expression for dn. Now n is a function of _-_,
Hence ;
Substituting into the expression for II,
Expanding :
taa- ta<x a,s ,_A a_J /
Define the quantities L, I and l as follows;
Hence the second quadratic form of the surface becomes;
Consider now more convenient ways of evaluating the quantities L, M and N.
Again from the definition of the normal n;
o/_T. ,_ :
o4 and
=,:<+f ..j :o
and _r!_ lie in the tangent plane to the surface.
Forming now
Since
Thus, the above equation is satisfied for all
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second differential
d(dr . n) = d2r
m
n+dr . dn= 0
Or ;
II = -dr . dn = dZr . '_'
Consider then evaluating d2r.
Thus;
Now;
2dA- _ -_ /
_/_G - F _
Thus by analogy it follows that;
L= _ _ _./ M
_/ EG-F _ /
Note now the reasons for the second form of the second quadratic form
of a surface. All the quantities in the expressions may be readily evaluated
and furthermore, the quantity;
/_ --F _ '
represents nothing more than the unit normal to the surface and hence is
involved with the direction cosines.
Consider now some meaning and distinction between the first and second
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quadratic forms of a surface. The first quadratic form of a surface is
basically a measuring form since it defines a length on the surface.
Furthermore, it can be shown that first quadratic form uniquely defines
the surface area since it can be shown that
The second quadratic form of a surface tends to give some idea of
its shape. Now dr lies in the tangent plane to the surface. The vector
dn may or may not and furthermore, may or may not lie in the same direction
as dr. Thus, their dot product gives some idea of the curvature of the
surface encountered. Note that according to the definition, dr . dn
may be zero even if dn and dr both lie in the tangent plane since they
may be perpendicular toward each other.
2ol3°Curvature Of A Surface
Consider now a surface whose equation is r( e_j_ ) and consider now
a curve lying on the surface whose equation is r go4 ('4:))_C_] Consider
now the curvature of the curve at the point P on the surface°
The principle normal and curvature of the curve are defined as;
where K is the curvature, N is the unit normal and defined as the principle
normal and T is the tangent vector to the curve. Now as has been shown,
T = dr
dS
Hence; dT = d r
dS--Z
But r is also the radius vector to the surface and hence;
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1
Forming the second derivative;
-
Consider now forming the inner product of the curvature of the curve and
normal to the surface n° Thus;
where _ is the angle between the two normals. Thus;
But . n = 0 and . n = 0 since the derivatives lie in
the tangent plane. Hence the result becomes;
But inspection of the bracketed form reveals that this is the expression
for the second quadratic form of the surface. Furthermore, the numerator,
dS_ is nothing more than the first quadratic form of the surface° Thus;
Consider now the meaning of the above expression. The quantities
L, M, N, E, F, G are all surface properties defined at each point° However,
the quantities d _ and d/_ do belong to the curve drawn on the surface
W :since C_ = C_ (t) and = (t). Now the direction of T is the same
m
as that of dr. But
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ap (
However, a given point on the surface, _ _/_o_ and _ r/_
are surface properties and independent of the curve passing through the
point. Thus the direction of T is determined by the quantities d _, de
Thus if there be a series of surface curves passing through a given point
on the surface and all have the same tangent vector at the point, the
quantities d _< and dp will be the same for all curves. It must be
concluded, then, that the expression J_5_is independent of the type
surface curve passing through the point P but be solely dependent on the
direction of the curve. This can be shown as follows; Rewriting II/I as;
O=sD_-
Now;
where for a surface curve, the partial derivatives are fixed at a point.
m m
Hence, for two tangent vectors, T 1 and T2 to be equal;
t I
and thus the expression for _s_ is invariant with the curve but is
dependent only on the direction of its tangent.
The normal curvature of a surface, _ , is defined as
where _ is the curvature of the surface in the direction J_.'_
This is known as Meusiniers' Theorem.
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It is obvious that a given point on the surface will have infinite
values of curvature corresponding to the infinite possible directions
on the tangent plane to the surface. Note that the normal surface curvature
is directed in the same direction as the normal to the surface and will
have the same sense of direction as the principle curvature of the line.
2.13. Surface Curvatures And The IndicatrLx Of Curvature
In the previous section, the curvature of a surface at a point was
defined and it was shown the value of the curvature was directionally
dependent. Thus at a given point on a surface there are an infinite
number of values possible for the curvature. These values may be classified
by means of the indicatrix of curvature.
Consider now a point P on a given surface and at that point construct
a tangent plane to the surface. Consider calculating all the possible
values of the curvatures at the point P corresponding to differently
oriented line segments passing through the point. Let k be the curvature
of the surface. Now in the tangent plane lay off values of I Y_l Fz
in the directions from which the curvatures were calculated. The situation
appears as follows
The locus of the end of the segments drawn is a plane curve lying
in the tangent plane and is defined as the indicatrix of curvature at
the point P.
Certain facts should be noted about the resulting curve. The first
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and most important is that the curve is symmetric with respect to the
origin.
Consider now determining the equation of the indicatrix. Toward this
end, introduce an x and y axis. However, rather than being orthogonal,
x lie in the direction _c_ and y in the direction _/d/_.let
Thus x and y lie in the directions of the tangent vectors to the
coordinate curves. If the coordinate curves are orthogonal, then x
and y will be orthogonal. Let R be the radius vector in a particular
(direction in the tangent plane whose length will be I
The situation on the tangent plane is as shown_
J
Consider now expressing R. Remembering that R is on the same direction as
the curve from which it has been calculated and the direction of the curve
is described by d _ and d_, then one expression for R is;
However, R may also be calculated in terms of its components along the
x and y axis. Letting the tip of the vector R have the coordinates x
and y, an alternate form for R may be derived as follows:
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Now_ a°d_ areoo°sta°t.ootors.e°oo__
and represent the components of the vector /% r along the
x and y axis as shown.
_y
/
The quantities z_ and _/6 are scale factors which multiply the
I
assumed base vectors _o( and _A " Now consider the vector
and the coordinate axis x and y. The length of measure along the x and
y axis will not be the same but rather will be modified by the ratio
,_, !(_/e}I
where x and y are equal increments of measure. Thus the x and y
m
components of the vector R will be, respectively
x
Thus R may now be written as;
and
Equating the two expressions;
Dot multiplying the vectors by themselves, i.e., (R . R);
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But kdS2 = II ffiLd_, 2 + 2Md_d_ + Nd_ 2 by definition.
above expression becomes ;
However, from the nature of definition of x and y;
Thus ;
Hence, the
Gj =
Thus, if the equality is to hold;
This is the equation of the indicatrix of curvature.
Note now that this equation may be plotted in conventional cortesian
coordinates. In doing so, a number of forms result. Thus;
a) (LN-M2)> 0, illipse (illiptical point)
b) (LN-M2)< 0, a pair of conjugate hyperbolas (hyperbolie point)
c) (LN-M 2) = 0, pair of parallel straight lines (parabolic point)
2.14. Principle Directions On A Surface
The equation of the indicatrix of curvature of a surface is a quadratic
in x and y coordinates and which furthermore possesses radial symmetry.
Now the resulting values of the curvatures will take on extreme values
and it can be shown that the extreme values correspond with the directions
of the axis of sy_netry for the indicatrix of curvature, and furthermore,
these a_es are orthogonal to each other.
The principal curvatures of a surface at a point are defined as the
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values of the extreme value of the curvatures and furthermore, the
corresponding directions are defined as the principal directions.
One of the consequences of choosing principal directions is contained
in Rodriques' Theorem, as follows:
If the direction (d) is a principal direction on a surface, then
dn = - kdr
where k is the normal curvature in this direction. Converssly, if it
can be shown that
where _ is some constant, then the direction (d) is a principal direction
and _ m . k o
The implications of Rodrlquea' 'l"heorem is extremely important especially
where elements of llne length of the sur_ce are contained. To illustrate,
consider a portion of a surface and two points P and Q through which some
space curve passes.
\ /
\ /
\
Y
Now from the sketch, it is obvious that without any restrictions onA
and n, there will not be any assurance that the two normal vectors to P
and Q will intersect. In fact in general, this is not the case. Rodrlques'
Theorem states that if the line direction is a principal curvature direction,
then in fact, the intersection of the two normal vectors is assured. This
can be shown as follows;
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mConsider looking into the plane of the vectors _ _ and np.
quantity termed a radius of curvature of the surface such that
1/R _ k
The sketch appears as follows:
_-p .;_
/
ep /
_1071
I
I
Define a
Note that as z_ r _ 0, then _ n and _ r approach perpendicularity
I
to the vector n. Now from the figure it is obvious that
.,ep
Hence; l_--_I=_= _pA_ Thus, this expression is true no matter
what the orientation of _ r is to _ n. However _G is indeterminate
in that it is the angle between R and a line drawn from the center of
P
curvature of point P and point Q.
I i
Consider now the situation when _ r and _ n are parallel. To
begin with, the two triangles shown in the figure are all in the same
p lane. Furthermore ;
"_r_.__ - Iz_nl •
But I_I--I and "An ffikp _ r. Hence ;
I-8n -__ = kp 14%1
and thus it is concluded that
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The condition on the angles implies that n_ and the line connecting Q
to the center of curvature of P are parallel and thus this latter line
is in the direction of the normal to Q. Now for sufficiently small values
of /_, the curvature from P to Q changes by a second order magnitude°
Thus, the curvature at Q may be considered to be the same as that of _o
The resultant conclusion is that _ measures the angular deviation
between the two radii of curvature between P and Q.
A curious and unique condition then exists on lines drawn on a
surface in so far as measuring differential lengths are concerned.
Given a line and its curvature _ , the length dS of the line may be
written as; dS =_d-e where d_ is the subtended angle between the
t-wo curvatures of the line. However, if the line is in a principal
direction on the surface, this same differential length may be written
as dS = kdG where k is the curvature of the surface and de is the
subtended angle between the two principal surface curvatures. This
situation is shown on the sketch below.
2.15. Principal Curvalinear Coordinates
Consider again a coordinization of a surface
and consider now a system of curves on the surface corresponding to a
variation of each of the surface parameters. That is, a system of curves
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obeying the equations ;
Since each value of
d- ......
and determine a point on the surface, the
resulting curves r I and r 2 form an intersecting mesh. The system is
shown as follows;
Thus, along a curve for which_ is a constant, _ varies continuously.
Such a curve will be termed an "c< curvalinear coordinate curve." The
converse of the argument will suffice for a "/_ curvalinear coordinate
curve." Now assume further that the _< and/_ parametrization had
been so chosen that the resulting curves coincide with the principal
directions on the surface. The resulting system of curves are then
termed "principal curvalinear coordinate curves_" It is this system of
coordinate curves which will be assumed to exist on the surface.
Consider now some of the previously derived expressions when applied
to principal curvalinear coordinate curves.
For coordinate curves, it had been shown that the angle between
the tangents is given as;
_O_ =_
However, principal directions are orthogonal to each other, and hence,
Cos O = 0 which implies that
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F = 0
Nowthe expression for the differential line element becomes;
Consider now the expression for the second quadratic form of the
surface. By Rodriques' theorem;
dn =-kdr
where the direction chosen is along a principal curvalinear coordinate
line and k is the curvature of the surface corresponding to that direction.
Hence, it must be concluded that
is the curvature in the direction of the o_ coordinate line.where k
Similarily;
Since the coordinate lines are orthogonal, it becomes obvious that
;
and hence, the expression for M in the second quadratic form becomes;
M=0
Consider now the expressions for L and N. Now;
Hence, _ = _0¢
By an analogous argument ;
Thus the second quadratic form may be written as;
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And the resulting expression for the curvature in an arbitrary direction
becomes;
f
2.16.
E ÷ Gad/e)=
General Comments And Summary Of Relations For Principal Curvalinear
Coordinates
I. Principal curvalinear coordinates are orthogonal to each other and are
oriented in the direction of the principal curvature of a surface.
2. The first quadratic form of a surface, the length of a line, is given
as;
3. The normals for two points on a principal curvalinear coordinate line
intersect and subtend on angle dO such that
as = dO/k
where k is a principal curvature.
_ The second quadratic form of a surface becomes;
5. The vector _ 7 and the vector d 7 are parallel and related by the
expression
d_ = - kd_
6. The principal curvatures are dependent on the direction of the surface
normal and the magnitude and direction of the principal curvature of
the principal curvalinear coordinate curve. Let_.be the curvature
of the line and _the angle subtended between the surface normal
and the principal normal to the line. Then, the curvature of the
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7.
surface is defined as;
The theorem of Bonnet states that if the first and second quadratic
forms of a surface are known and if the coefficients satisfy the
Gauss-Peterson-Codazzi conditions, then a surface, unique to within
its position in space, is completely defined. Now for principal
curvalinear coordinates, it has been shown that
..T= E Co'L,) _+ G _/a'_)_
The conditions :O_ Codazz_ and Gauss will be derived in subsequent
chapters. The important conclusion is the following:
If a surface, parametrized by principal curvalinear coordinates
exists, knowing the coefficients of the first quadratic form and the
principal curvatures is sufficient for a complete description of the
surface.
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C H A P T K R III
DEFOR_D SURFb_$. L_NEAg T_OIY
For the undeformed surface, it bad beea shown t_t for p_tI_tp@t
curvalinear coordinates and a surface eq_tiox of the typ¢_(qt,_),
the first and second quadratic forms become;
vhere _and_are the prin¢ip41 qurvotures Of the svrfaee.
Consider nov the deformed s_rface_/aad assNme tk_t it m#y b_
derived from the uRdeformed surface ia the following mamner, N_th
each point (_/,_) on the undeformed surface assume there exists O
vector fvnction_such tkat relative to the ortkonorma_ tri_d
(_,_,_) on the vndeformed surface;
The situation is shown on the aecompanyin s sketck.
Thus it _ obvious tk_t _ _(_,_).
deformed surface msy be writteA _s;
NOW tke equatton ef _h9
°
,@
Since _=_(_,_) and _ =_(_,_), it is obvious that_ andp will
also be parameterization of the deformed surface and hence c_and_
coordinate lines will exist on this surface.
Consider now the general expressions for the first and second
quadratic forms of any surface.
z: Ec<J.,f+_.rce=acdt_)+sc<_f
it: l_Cd<.,? +z . Cd_,'wq,_)+NeA?_"
where_
_-_
l_=-_._
Or equivalently;
3.1. First quadratic Form
ap
=-- _-
Consider now evaluating the coefficients E, F, G. The equation of the
deformed surface is given as;
Forming the various derivatives;
Evaluating the coefficients;
a) E
_.' _: <'_.._'_+_ . . .
" a=./ t, _ =l=,/
However as has been found for the undeformed shell;
ja a_
and for the deformed shell;
3-2
Consider forming the various derivatives of I;
Substituting; and combining;
And similarly;
Hence, forming the expression for E;
E = A % 2A __a_aAr+/_._A + .,___.a..A_aa,_
Consider now introducing linearity into the problem by arbitrarily
stating that products of displacement functions and their derivatives
will be neglected. Thus the linear expression for E becomes;
+2 4-!_ "_.+.- J&,c
-- 6%8
b) F
Now;
Expanding ;
But on the undeformed surface, (_-_%) = 0 and hence;
-_ A
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Note that the last expression leads to non linear terms in the
displacements and hence will be discarded. Then the expression
for F becomes;
and which_maT:also be written as; _ .',
which is equivalent to the final form
c) c
Now;
Expanding;
Substituting ;
_(_ @ 9_) = ter_s non linear in the displac_ents.
Hence the linear expression for @ becomes;
The resulting expression for the first quadratic form becomes;
a_, AS_ ,j L_ _ tA/
A _ AB&w
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iDefine ;
Then the f_rs_ quadratic form may be written as;
3. 2. Second Quadratic Form of a Surface
The constants L, M, N have been previously defined.
the expression for_ ;
D I /_-_-/X - /
However ; a_/- a i _._- _ + ai
Hence; ; am-a/ 
Now consider
To recapitulate;
____= AZ
Consider now forming the various cross products
__.._x a_.,._= ABE
a,"T a_" A a_r
o"_
X
= non linear terms in the displacements.
(
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Hence the normal _ may be written as;
J
Consider now the second derivatives of ]I .
a) 8_---_
A e (;'*_%.,-,_<)i_7
N°w;z ,
Substituting ;
Hence ;
And;
Substituting for the derivatives;
Hence ;
_a_._- / ___ _L_='_ +_.L aA a _" I_A._-,{z+_Aa______A_.(,]_
b) _._t
Now
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Substituting ;
Consider now the second function;
_:- C_'- p_,ia:,.. <_ " co,,,-_/,< -'_.s
Substituting;
And hence ;
¢,<,,-_, -
c) _''
Now; # _d{_/ _ e_)a_ _ a/eJ a_
But
And;
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Combining ;
- +2,s
Hence ;
+l-aLe_+ _-r8%')__L.,_A._____+ aA as
Now for continuity
_._s _. #
__.______'____A_'
Consider then evaluating the second combination.
Now;
_ t,_o,j ore
And ;
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Inspection of the two expressions for(O_'_- "/_)-- indicates that one
may he derived from the other by an interchange of letters. However,
as might be expected, the resultant expression should be symmetric.
Hence letting;
Then the final form for the mixed derivative becomes;
Consider finding the coefficients L, M and N. In doing so, only
terms linear in the displacements will be retained.
a) L
/..=
Substituting;
Consider now evaluating V_G-F 2. As found on the section on
the first quadratic form;
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Forming the products and linearizing in the displacements;
V_G- E, y_
-A s +.z(e.,+e_,_J
and hence by the binomial expression;
I i [l_(#e..,+e_
Thus the linearized expression for L becomes;
L= - ,_,A_,,.a%,,,"_..Z,aA _ + A
b) M
"abc'
_4- o-_--#•_
Substituting ;
'_- a,_ .-,z. ,_.J
Or substituting for %/B-F--GZ';
hd=
The terms involving the tangential displacements u & v may be
considerably simplified. Thus, expanding and using Codazzl conditions;
3-I0
Hence the expression for M becomes;
N
7_"I I
Sub stl tut ing;
,/--_---_L ,_ _ _ _ "-J_ _-
Substituting in the value of
,v _,8__ +_ _ __ _'
Or recombining the tangential displacement terms
Define the following quantities;
Z_' _--_ I" c%_" _/.._L_aA a(a'_..L_ a___A_(_-÷.L.a_('/_.,,_./_ aA
The coefficients of the second quadratic fozmmay then be vritten
as;
M= -A_T
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Hence the second quadratic form becomes;
SuiNI_rv:
Defining;
The first and second quadratic forms become
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3. 3. Middle Surface Deformations
Consider again the deformed and undeformed surfaces of the
previous section. On both of these surfaces there are o4 and_
coordinate lines. In particular, this set of curves are the prlncl-
pal curvallnear coordinates of the undeformed surface and hence are
ortho_al to each other. Further, the tangent vectors and the
normal,_ ,_ ,_ , of the undeformed surface formed an ortho-
normal triad of vectors, , , .
The case of the deformed surface is different. For one thing,
there still exists a set of curvallnear coordinate lines on its
surface which correspond to the _ and? parametrizatlon of unde-
formed surface. However, inspection of the first quadratic form
of the deformed surface shows that these coordinate lines are not
ortho_hal to each other and hence are not principal curvallnear
coordinates of the deformed surface. Thus the tangent vectors to
the curvalinear coordinate lines of the deformed surface are not
ortho_Onal, and, strictly speaking, an orthonormal triad cannot
be constructed on the deformed surface using tangent vectors.
The situation is shown on the accompanying sketch. Three points
on the undeformed surface are shown as O, P ,_ and th_se points
J j
on the deformed surface are noted as O, P ,_'. Note that eack
point on the deformed surface has a corresponding image point on
the undeformed surface.
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k3. 4. Normal Strain in the _ and_ directions.
If the points O & P lie on the _ coordinate line for the
undeformed surface, then they will also lie on the_ coordinate
line of the deformed surface.
Define the normal strain in o( direction;
Now from the first quadratic form of the undeformed surface;
d_.= Ado<
And the length from the first quadratic form of the deformed surface;
d,_'-- A _0 +.2e.<,<_'o,'<_
Expanding by the binomial theorem and linearizlng;
Hence ;
m _LmB,
_ _<
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It is obvious that the normal strain in the/_direction will be
given as;
3. 5. Shear strain in the_-_ directions.
As pointed, the tangent vectors on the undeformed surface, the
and_ vectors, are initially orthog_al. As the surface deforms,
this condition is no longer realized. The shear strain is defined
as the tangent of the angular change between two initially orthogenal
lines. Consider then the plane of the-_ and _ vectors.
--I
_J
Hence;
shear strain = _
But if the angle is small enough as is assumed in the present theory,
then;
But
Thus ;
_$_ _ shear strain
at _/
Since 7_ and _ are unit vectors, then;
f_
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As has been shown in a previous section, for curvallnear coordinates
._ubsti tut ing;
F= ,4 8 e,_
=
Expanding;
Linearizing by the binomial theorem;
3. 6. Curvature Chan_e and Torsion Expressions
The components of deformation, e_, e,_e_measure the change
in length dimensions but do nothing in describ/_mg the altered shell
geometry. These latter quantities are measur_ by curvatures and a
quantity called twist which as yet has to be defined. Consider now
!
evaluating these parameters.
3. 7. Curvature Chan_e
The curvature of a surface in a particular direction has been
shown to be;
E Cd_\ zFCa,hC_'_+Gcd#_-
Before the above expression is applied, one important thing should be
noted. The radius of curvature of say the o< coordinate line was
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shown as;
/
\ .,)i
\ /
V
Now according to the derivatives of the unit vectors _was chosen
positive as shown, that is, the curvature was opposite to the positive
n direction. Now in the definition of the curvature of a surface,
the direction of the normal to the surface _ and the principal normal
-
N to a surface curve were used. Letting be the curvature of the
surface and _q the curvature of the curve,
Now in the shell assumptions used, the principal normal to the line
and the normal to the surface made an obtuse angle with respect to
O O
each other so that 90_,___c18 O. But if the above definition were
used, then _would be negative, whereas it actually was chosen as
positive. Thus; for the sign convention;
_= i____
3. 8. Curvature Chan_e in the od Coordinate Direction.
I
The curvature of the deformed surface, R_' in the o< coordinate
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direction is defined as (_/_=0)
- ,_'= - n _ E _._ O +e...;)÷.,C_](dJ) _"
Simplifying and expanding the denominator by means of a binomial
series;
E,xpanding ;
Hence;
By direct analogy, the curvature change in the p
given as ;
direction is
3. 9. Torsion or Twist
The first and the third coefficients of the second quadratic
form have been explained and it was pointed out that these quantities
represent the curvature changes of the surface from the deformed to the
undeformed state. The problem now concerns the second or '_" term and
its physical explaination. Note now that if principal curvallnear
coordinates are not utilized then the first and second quadratic forms
of a surface contain this middle term. Hence this term is not just
limited to deformed surfaces but is connected to non-prlnclpal
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coordinization of surfaces.
Consider now a surface on which exist _and_ coordinate curves.
Assume that these curves are not in general principal curvalinear
coordinate curves. The situation appears as shown.
The points P and Q are spaced an infinitesimal distance apart.
_l
Consider now the angular displacement of the vector _in comparison
__ J
with the vector_ . Since _and_ are both of unit length, then
S,oe=l ; l
Since the vector_ varies continously from point to point on the
J
shell surface, it might be expected that in general there is an
angular displacement. If now the points P and Q are chosen infini-
tesimally close to each other, then _e_O and hence for small
displacements, _'/n_ .
If principal curvalinear coordinates were chosen for the
andc_ coordinate lines, then-_ J__ and further _-_=_zS_
Effectively, this would mean that the only infinitesimal rotations
-- / __/
_t
allowable for -_ ,-F_ and 0 vectors in going from P to Q would
be rotations about the _ axis. Rotations about the_and_ axis
would then have to be associated with non-princlpal curvalinear
coordinates for the_and_ curves. It is in fact, this rotation
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that is now desired. In order to preclude the vanishing of the angle
as Q_P, the result will be divided by the distance between P and Q
namely d_ •
Consider then the component of rotation along the _ coordinate
axis (in the -_ direction). This quantity is given as;
--/
But if _ is continuous, then;
--/
O_
where now only first order differentials will be used.
Substituting;
and expanding and further noting that "_x'_=O ,
_- _ .
But from vectors, it is found that
the result becomes;
Hence the above expression may be written as;
d_:< t _iL- <_ J
But
Substituting;
d_
However ;
_ Co/w)z_)
'l,.
<_< _-_-b_
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and thus
Note now that the above expression can be directly related to the
non orthogenality of the coordinate curves. Letting the angle
-
between -_ and be _ , then as previously found;
_,= _,'_
and hence the above expression may be written as;
Consider now evaluating the above expression for the deformed
surface; now;
E= A_'(',+2e,_'_ i G-8_'("+zeA_) ]
S,_ _Z= =<- _e,_+ .... _:t.
Hence;
Then;
= - '--- f,- c_.,,+_-I
d3'_ A 8 fT-_
But M is involved with displacements and their derivatives and so
are the expressions for _and _.
de I _4
Hence for linear results,
Substituting for M;
_/e _T
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Note now the symmetry. Since "_ is symmetric in A , _ , _< and_
then;
Hence the same angular rotation of the vector -_ about the-_ axis
is experienced as for the vector _ about the Tw axis,
3. I0. Peterson-Codazzi-Gauss Bquations (Compatibility).
When dealing with the undeformed surface, or more properly, a
surface defined in principal curvalinear coordinates, the first and
second quadratic forms of the surface took the form.
r= A"Cdo,';+
where in the second quadratic form, the sign of _._and _ has been
chosen in accordance with the derivations subsequently used (i.e.,
_#---_q(n._) ). Now the conditlon on the unit vectors was that;
and the result was the three equations;
a_ aA _
The first two of the equations were called the conditions of Codazzi
while the latter was defined as the condition of Gauss. Now these
conditions may be looked upon as differentiability conditions, but
note that they are involved with the coefficients of the second and
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quadratic forms of the surface. Thus these conditions yield the
relations between the coefficients of the first and second quadratic
form of the surface.
Consider now a surface parameterized by some _ and_ which
lead to arbitrary_ and/8 coordinate curves. It is now desired to
¢
find the relations between the coefficients of its first and second
quadratic forms. To do this, the cDnditions on _ _ and _ vectors
cannot be utilized since in general, the curvallnear coordinates are
non-orthogenal. However, remembering that
_= ____8_ - -
then it is evident that cross derivatives of the unit vectors are
really conditions on the third derivatives of)_. Thus for a general
shell, the compatibility conditions take the form.
where again;
c 18
V'E G - p_."
Now by applying the above conditions, it can be shown that nine
equations result, three of which become distinctive. These equations
are given as;
G G',wN
F# M =O
sm N
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I°
In the above expressions, the subscript of a letter means differentiation
with respect to that coordinate. The above equations are termed the
Gauss, Peterson-Codazzi equations and do reduce to those previously
defined for a surface parameterized with principal curvalinear
coordinate curves.
Substituting;
and linearizing the equations in the deformations, only three inde-
pendent equations result. These equations are termed the compatibility
equations of the deformed surface and are given as;
,40_ .+ 004 ('-A.,.,_ W,2__B _ _2. O._.
-a a_.@.,,,_ a.__A("o.,,,- e,_ = o
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3. ii. General Summary and Conclusions
i. Undeformed Surface
=
a. First and second quadratic forms
b. Compatibility conditions
Conditlons of Codazzi-Peterson
Deformed Surface
Conditions of Gauss
a. First and second quadratic forms
b. Compatibility conditions
i
_a_@4(_.,-g-_-°
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Co
do
Displacement-strain and bending relations
80( _8_
Curvature change and twist of the middle surface.
Let _, _ refer to the curvatures of the under.treed
surface and these same quantities primed refer to the
deformed surface.
Let _ represent the angular change in orientation of
two lines on an opposite side of an element and let this
angle be projection of the resultant angular change along
either of the two coordinate axis. Then;
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Conclusions
When the first and second quadratic forms of a surface are known
and when the Gauss-Peterson-Codazzi conditions are specified, then
the theorem of Bonnet states that a surface is uniquely specified up
to its location in space.
In dealing with a deformed surface, it is tacitly assumed that the
undeformed surface is completely known. It has been shown that for linear
theory at least, the first and second quadratic forms of the deformed
surface may be completely specified in terms of either the three dis-
placement functions u, v and w, or the six deformation functions ha,
_, _ , _, _, _ . If the latter set are used to specify the
deformed surface, then the Gauss-Peterson-Codazzi conditions yield
three differential equation interrelating these q_antities. Thus it
is seem that whichever method of deformed surface specification is
used, that surface suffers a third degree of indeterminateness in
that three functions may always be chosen arbitrarily to define its
configuration°
A given thin shell structure when subjected to a loading system
will deform in a prescribed manner. Since the shell may be considered
as being made up of an infinite number of laminaes' or surfaces, then
each surface will deform in a prescribed manner. The problem is to
find the deformed configuration of the shell and hence each of its
laminaes. Surface study alone does not have the complete key to the
problem since it has been shown that such a study leads to a third
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degree indeterminateness. If now three additional equations could be
found relating the deformation functions or displacement functions,
then the surface configurations would be completely specified.
Since it is a loading condition which causes the_deformatlons,
it would seem logical to presume that the additional equations will
be found when the load condition is related to the condition of state
of the shell. If the shell is statically loaded, the condition of
equilibrium may be used or if the shell is vibrating, the dynamic
equations may be utilized. However, no matter which state the shell
is in, it is the shell and not the surface that will be considered.
Hence in finding the additional equations to predict the deformed
configuration of a shell surface, the thickness of the shell must
be considered.
Remembering that a shell deformed surface was of third degree
of indeterminateness, the equations of the condition of state of a
shell must be reducible to three additional equations for a surface.
However, the conditions of state will yield either the displacements
or deformation functions for each point within the shell thickness
and hence what is needed is to find the variation of these quantities
with respect to some arbitrarily chosen reference surface within the
shell.
Consider now the situation. In order to define completely the
configuration of the deformed surface and hence shell, three add-
itional equations are required. However if these equations are
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to be derived from the condition of state, then the variation of the
deformation or displacement functions must be assumed. If the assump-
tion on the variation is by chance one that is true for the parti-
cular shell geometry, edge conditions and loading, the equations
governing the shell will all be satisfied. In practice however,
this type of a guess is extremely rare.
The assumption that is normally used in shell analysis is the
Kirchoff hypotheses, on extension of the '_lane. sections remaining
plane" assumption used in simple beam bending theory. The condition
prescribes the variation of displacements through the shell thickness.
Physically, the assumption is an appealing one for thin shells.
However, it is an approximation and its use introduces an error into
shell analysis. The magnitude of this error will be subsequently
discussed.
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G H A P T E R IV
4o I. General Discussion
In the previous section_ it has been shown that the study of the
deformed surface ultimately leads to a third degree of indeterminacy
in uniquely defining this surface° That is, three parameters, either
the three displacement components, u_ v_ w_ or three of the six
deformations_ e_, _ , _ ,_,_ may be chosen arbitrarily with-
out violating any of the precepts of the differential geometry°
However_ a thin elastic shell subjected to an external loading,
surface or edge in nature, will deform in a unique manner° Thus
a shell structure does not possess any indeterminacy°
If a surface can represent a thin shell structure, then additional
equations must be available whereby the deformed surface can be
uniquely specified° From the viewpoint of uniquely defining the
deformed surface, the number of additional equations must be three°
The problem then is in finding the scource of these equations°
As has been mentioned_ when a shell structure is subjected to
a loading, it assumes a unique configuration° Hence the laminaes or
surfaces which may be considered as making up the shell also assume
unique configurations° Thus load and deformed configuration of a
surface are intimately related° Now the indeterminacy of the deformed
surface has been concluded on the basis of differential geometry°
Nowhere has there been any mention of a shell structure let alone
an external loading° Thus it must be concluded that the additional sought
equations which will ultimately define the deformed surface uniquely
must be related with loading on the shell structure and hence with the
stress state of the shell°
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4. 2, Stress State Within A Shell
Consider now a thin shell structure subjected to some external
loading. Within the shell, each point will be subjected to a general
stress state consisting of the six components of the stress tensor.
In order to picture this stressed state and the assumed positive direct-
ions of the stresses, assume the following. Let the middle surface
of the shell be the reference surface and let this surface be
parameterized by some _ , _ coordinates. Assume that the coordl-
nization is such that the_and_ coordinate curves a_prlnclpal
curvalinear coordinate curves of the middle surface. Assume further,
that the deformations are sufficiently small so that the stressed
state geometry of an element of the shell may be approximated by
the geometry of the unstressed state.
Let _'be the distance measured normal to the middle surface such
that the _q coordinate axis form a right handed system. It is
obvious that _" is collinear with and in the same sense as the
vector of the orthonormal triad of i, j, k vectors of the middle
surface. Consider now forming an element within the shell by means
of three intersecting surfaces. Let the first surface be parallel
to the middle surface such that the distance_/between the two
surfaces remains a constant. Let the second surface be normal to the
middle surface and pass through the_ curvallnear coordinate curve.
The third surface also will be normal to the middle surface but will
pass through the cK curvalinear coordinate curve. The resulting
element and the corresponding stressed state are shown in the sketch
on the following page.
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The body forces, p_, p_, p_, loads per unit volume, are shown beside
the sketch in order to minimize the clutter.
On the basis of the differential element shown, and assuming
a static equilibrium, a set of relations between the stress components
could be derived. However such a set of relations would not prove
immediately fruitful. Calling to mind the discussion at the begin-
ning of the present chapter, it was pointed out that additional
relations had to be found in order that the deformed middle surface
would be uniquely defined. Thus the sought equations must be
surface type equations. The relations that would be developed by
considering the equilibrium of the differential element described
would be volume type equations and in order to prove useful in
defining the deformed middle surface, would have to be transformed
to surface type equations.
4. 3. Stress Resultants
Rather than transform the equilibrium equations of an infln-
itesimal volume element into surface type equations, it is a
simpler act to start with a surface element and consider its static
equilibrium state. However to do so requires that the stresses
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which exist at a point in a three dimensional medium be transformed
to some equivalent force state acting on a lamina or surface. Toward
this end, the concept of a stress resultant will be introduced.
Consider now a differential element of a shell but one whose
thickness is equal to the shell thickness 6 . Assume that the
element has been formed by intersecting cutting surfaces such that
these surfaces are normal to the middle surface, pass through the
principal curvalinear coordinates of the middle surface, and further,
are such that a straight line segment normal to the middle surface
at any point on the principal curvalinear coordinate curve would be
contained in this cutting surface. Such a generated element with
its dimensions is shown on the accompanying sketch.
Note that the dimensions of the element are measured on the
middle surface and the boundaries out from the shell are normal to
the middle surface and consist of straight line segments. Thus
knowing the middle surface dimensions of the element and the geometry
of the middle surface is sufficient to completely describe the
element. Now every point on each of the four lateral sides of the
element is subjected to a stress condition of the type previously
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mentioned while the outer and inner surfaces of the element (which
coincide with the outer and inner sides of the shell) are subjected
to assumed known load conditions. The stress distribution and the
external surface loadings will cause the element to be subjected to
a force condition and if the shell is in static equilibrium, an
element of the shell must also be in static equilibrium. Thus the
resultant force and couple on the element must be zero.
Consider now the resultant forces due to the stress condition
on the lateral sides of the element. Since the lateral dimensions
are of infinitesimal length, then within first order approximation,
it may be assumed that the stress variation in the o( or# direc-
tions on any of the lateral sides may be neglected. However this
does not preclude the stress variation in the c_ or p directions
between any two parallel lateral sides. Since the element thickness
is finite, a stress variation in the Y" direction is assumed on any
of the lateral sides.
Define the stress resultants as follows
F_'__
_/_
-- G/2.
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Note now that the stress resultants Tij have the units of force per
unit length while the stress resultants Mij have the units of couple
per unit length° The physical meaning of these stress resultants
can be shownas follows° Consider for a momentfinding the result-
ant force normal to the lateral side for which the tangent to the
_9.coordinate axis is a normal. On that side, the only stress
which can yield a force normal to the area is the normal stress fY=_ .
Hencethe problem of finding the resultant force is reduced to
finding the force resultant of the normal stress distribution C_ .
A sketch of the lateral side is shownbelow°
jJ
The length of the middle surface is _ and the curvature of the
middle surface in the i_ direction is assumed to be _ . Since the
o_ and _ coordinate lines are assumed to be principal curvalinear
coordinate curves, then there is also associated with the surface
a radius curvature _/_ which for the infinitesimal element shown may
be assumed to be constant. Now the element has been formed such
that the sides shown are straight lines and normal to the middle
surface and hence for _ being a principal curvalinear coordinate
curve, these sides, if extended, will intersect at the center of
curvature for the surface. Because of these facts, it is now
possible to easily express the length of any curve on this lateral
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face which is paralle_ to the _ coordinate curve. Thus for a
curve located a distance "_ above the _ coordinate curve, its
length is given as;
The force acting on the shaded area due to the normal stress
CF_ is given as;
Hence the force acting over the lateral side is the integral of
this quantity over the lateral face. But notice that the stress
variation _ is assumed to be a constant is the _ direction for
this surface since its dimension in that direction is infinitesimal.
The same will be true for the quantity _ and the curvature o
Thus in intergrating the force expression the only variation that
need be taken into account is in the _( direction. Substituting
for O/,.S/8(_);
Now the force per unit length of the middle surface will be given
as; ;/z
-I-w_._._=./_ Cr_,4-_._y_c_y"
But this is precisely the stress resultant T_. Hence it ,my be
concluded that the force stress resultants, Tij , represent the
resultant forces per unit length of the middle surface on the lateral
sides of the element.
Considering again the lateral side pictured, if a moment
summation were taken about a tangent to the _ coordinate curve of
l
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the middle surface, the result to a first order of approximation
would be; &i
Thus the momentper unit length of the middle surface would be the
stress resultant M_. By analogy, the momentper unit length of
the middle surface about the_,coordinate curve of the adjacent
lateral face would be the stress resultant _4_. The possible
variation of the she_r stress O4_in the Ydirection causes a
moment about a normal to the lateral face. If this normal is
placed on the coordinate curve, then the twisting moment per
unit length of the middle surface is the stress resultant r4_ .
Note that there is no twisting moment associated with the sheer
stress C/_since the only assumed variation of stress on a lateral
face of the element occurs in the'C'direction.
The inner and outer surfaces of the element are free surfaces.
Hence only loading or stress condition on these surfaces is assumed
to be prescribed° Assume that the resultant of the surface loading
will consist of three components of load intensity, _ , _ , _y .
These intensities are presumed to have dimensions of force per unit
area of the middle surface.
The use of stress resultants on the element of finite thlck-
ness_ is statically equivalent to the stress distribution acting
on that element. Further, the direction of the stress resultants
will be dictated by the tangents to the _and #coordinate lines
and the normal to the middle surface. Since these stress resultants
are calculated on the basis of middle surface dimensions, then so
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far as equilibrium equations are concerned, the three dimensional
element maybe replaced by a surface element of the middle surface.
Thus the state of equilibrium for a shell structure is finally
reduced to a surface problem.
4. 4. Equilibrium Equations
Consider now an element of the middle surface subjected to
stress resultants° In order to minimize the complexity of the
diagram three sketches will be used. The first will be a sketch
showing the dimensions of the element, the second will show the
force stress resultants and the third the moment stress resultants.
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In writ'ing the equilibrium equations for the element, a number
of things should be borne in mind. First, that the surface para-
meters A & B as well as the stress resultants are defined at the
point 0. Secondly, that the dimensions of the element change
between opposite sides. Further, that the magnitudes of the stress
resultants change and finally that the directions of the stress
resultants change. Now the force summations will be taken in the
i, j, and k directions and the moment summations will be taken
about the axis coinciding with these unit vectors. Positive moment
and force will be said to exist if they are in the same directions
as the unit vectors i, j, and k.
To account for the changes in directions of the stress
resultant, consider using a unit vector _i_ where _'_ will be a
unit vector located at same position and in the same direction as
a corresponding stress resultant. If the components of the vectors
_ are known in the directions of the triad of vectors i, k,J,
then so also will be the components of the stress resultants. To
account between the back faces and the front faces of an element,
the subscript i and 2 will be used. Thus the unit vector acting
collinearly with the stress resultant (T.e_ + _@_) will be
designated as _ while the unit vector acting collinearly with
the stress resultant _will be designated as _z B
The components of the unit vector can be easily derived from
the derivatives of the unit vectors 5, j, and k. As an example,
consider the components of the unit vector _,A Thus;
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Substituting for the derivatives of the unit vectors,
Table of the Unit Vectors
n
i
i
0_, - '___'_ _m/_
,_ ,'7.1Yl
#71r.w4t
S'2w_ a 2
F2_ ot.z
/
I
_ <_0'___ :>_ 0,_
l_:<O d,,;,_
i
_ a,o.l_,:<_,lAa#,,_<,,_
7
#
/
m
/
I
f
k
-_,e _4_
_ X). e d._/=
-,4,. _ei_'
I
/
m
Summing forces in i direction;
t "8 i:_!
=o
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Expanding, simplifying, and dividing through by A_oLJ_ and
passing to the limit as Ja+O and +-_O , the result becomes
+ +7:<:<:>
The remaining equilibrium equation can be found in an analagous
manner° The resulting equations are given in the following summary.
4. 5. Summary of Equilibrium Equations
i
/
4. 6= Co_nentary
The six equilibrium equations are involved with the undeformed
surface parameters, A and B, and with ten stress resultants. Note
that unlike stresses, neither the force stress resultants,'_ and
--_@_, or the moment stress resultants, _ and _4_ , are equal
to each other unless the curvatures of the middle surface in the
c_ and _ directions are equal°
Initially, the idea behind the introduction of the equilibrium
equations was to bring about the dependence of the deformed middle
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surface on the external loading. However, as matters presently
stand, the equilibrium equations further complicate the problem
in that they introduce ten new functions, the stress resultants, but
are only six in number. If the equilibrium equations plus the
deformed surface study uniquely define the deformed middle surface,
then that surface, on the basis of the derived results, is
analytically indeterminate to the seventh degree; three degrees
from the surface study and four degrees from the equilibrium
equation study.
Inspection of the defining equations for the stress resultants
show that these quantities are dependent in integral form on the
stresses within the shell. Since the material is assumed to be
elastic, then the stresses may be converted to strains and hence
the stress resultants become dependent on the strain variation
within the shell. If now the strain variation with the depth of
the shell, _', can be found, a solvable system of equations will
result which will completely define the deformed surface. That
this is so can be ascertained by an inspection of the equilibrium
equations. Consider assuming that the strain, at any height_"
above or below the middle surface can be found as a function of
the strains of the middle surface and the distance _ . The
stress resultant expression could then be integrated and the stress
resultants solved as functions of the middle surface deformations.
Hence there would be a total of nine equations and nine unkn_.
(the strains _y , _v ' _vv would enter into the system from the
equilibrium equations).
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The problem of the strain variationw_in a shell can be and
has been considered the major problem in shell analysis. It is
as yet unresolved in that exact expressions which are convenient
to problem solution have not been obtained. However, approximations
to the true variation abound in the literature. The most
important and most frequently encountered approximation is also
historically the oldest. It was first used by Aaron and then
Love in their shell theory development and_sn extension of plate
and simple beambending theory where it is assumedthat lines or
planes originally normal to the neutral surface remain so after
deformation. This hypothesis is knownas the Kirchoff hypothesis
and will be introduced in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V
_., i. Kirchoff Hypothesis and Displacement Variations.
The Kirchoff hypotheses are three in number. Stated briefly,
they are as follows.
i) Line segments inltlally normal to the shell middle surface
remain so after deformation.
ll) Line segments initially normal to shell middle surface do
not suffer any extensions or contractions.
iii) Normal stresses oriented in a direction normal to the shell
middle surface are small in comparison with other stresses.
The consequences of the Kirchoff assumptions will be discussed
later. For the moment, note that ii) and iii) are contradictory
for the general shell problem in that the two assumptions state that
a condition of plane strain and plane stress simultaneously exist,
Now the Kirchoff hypothesis (more properly, the Kirchoff-Love hypotheses)
are a direct extension of plate theory where it has been found that
the plate problem like the beam problem is in approximation a plane
stress problem. Hence as might be expected, the thin shell problem
should aEso be a plane stress problem. To maintain this assumption,
and to obviate the contradiction of simultaneously assuming plane
strain and plane stress, consider relaxing assumptlo_ iii). Consider
L
now an element of the shell middle surface before and after deformation,
Now by assumption, _oLo= ui+vj+wk. The problem now consisits of
a
finding 2h_p .
Consider now the vector equation;
where _' is the normal to the deformed surface. Hence ;
where -_ and _ are the tangents to the curvalinear coordinate
curves of the middle surface. But as found in section dealing with
surfaces,
Thus the displacement vector of point P becomes;
Note now that if the Kirchoff hypothese were all in force, the
_Y and the above expression would be the one more commonly en-
countered, namely;
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fConsider now the expression for _y" Now the contraction of the
normal is due to the variation of the normal strain where from
elasticity considerations;
Thus the expression for Y may he written in integral form as
_% y÷ ,[e'YdY
Now without proof, note that _ in the unloaded state must be zero.
Furthermore, the strains e_, _ ,e_ were expression which in each of
their terms contained either a displacement term or its derivative. Hence
it would be reasonable to expect that _vwould be an expression such that
each of its terms contained either a displacement term or its derivative,
Hence, upon integration with respect to Ythis situation would still be
true. This can be most easily seen if e_y is written in power series as
Returning now to the expression for_p, note that linearization in the
displacement functions leads followlng resulting expression for the dis-
placement vector; y
_p/._l I_ 0
Letting u(Y); v(_); w(_) represent the displacement components of a
point away from the middle surface, the final result becomes;
5. 2. Com_.t_,y
The Kirchoff hypotheses allow a solution for the displacement
variation through the shell thickness. Ultimately, this displacement
variation will allow an expression for the strain variation and hence
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a relation between the parameters of the deformed middle
surface and the stress resultants. However, the Kirchoff hypotheses
place some restrictions on shell analysis. Summarized, these
restrictions are as follows:
a) Inability to properly account for the sheer stresses
_yand_y. The implication immediately follows that
the stress resultants-/_y and_cannot be solved explicity
b) Shell analysis cannot account for large normal stresses,
c) Introduction of a basic error of magnitude (_) which
cannot be improved.
The failure to correctly account for the transverse sheer effects
is a direct consequence of assuming non-warpage of the middle surface
normal. In the report by Hildebrand, Be/ssner, Thomas I, it is shown
that by assuming _and_yand e_,identically zero, and further
assuming that the displacements are given as;
J
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the expressions for u' and v' result the same as was demonstrated in
the present analysis. One difference between NAC_ TN 1833 and the
present analysis should be noted. Whereas the reports assumption
starts out with essentially a linearly tZ_ncated power series in
_'for the tangential displacements, the present work shows that a
linear variation in the displacements is in fact an exact expression
once the non-deformabillty of the normal is assumed. Whether one
formulation is more precise than the qther is questionable. In fact
it may be that the non-deformability of the normal is in fact a
linear approximation to the truth of the matter.
i
There are two important consequences in neglecting the effect
of transverse sheSr, one analytical and the other practical. From
the analytical viewpoint, the neglect of the effects of the _ransverse
she_r stress will not enable the equations to be solved using this
quantity as a variable. Hence as in the case of plates, the stress
resultants,-_ and_will be eliminated from the resulting system
of differential equations. Furthermore, the inability to express the
transverse sheer stress will also complicate the boundary conditions
in that at a free edge it will be shown that there are four inde-
pendent stress resultants rather than the five (i.e.,_ d ,-_ ,_,
The practical implications of the neglect of transverse sheer
are perhaps more important than the analytical ones. Thus shells
with large surface loads or rapidly varying surface loads cannot
be accurately analyzed using equations based on the Kirchoff
hypotheses. But more importantly, a class of shells not treated in
course but often found in shell applications, become subject to
large analytical error_. This class of shells are termed struc-
turally anisotropic or reinforced shells. As an example, consider
a shell made up of two thin facing materials and having a corrugated
inner construction, as shown on the next page.
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In this instance, the shear effects on the inner construction
especially in regard to buckling may be the single most important
factor in predicting its failure. Yet the Kirchoff assumptions
disregard these stresses and hence for this type of a shell, a great
deal of modification in the present analysis must be made.
One important and last comment on the she_r stresses. Through
the effects of these stresses are discarded in the analysis, this
is not to say that they will be assumed to be zero. In this respect,
thin shell analysis %s inconsistent but no more so than ordinary
strength of materials in dealing with simple beam bending theory.
Perhaps it would be best to say that straight lines normal to shell
middle surface remaining undeformed truly implies that the effects
of the transverse shea_ stresses is small because of the small
magnitude of these stresses, Thus once the shell equations are
solved and the stresses calculated, the corresponding transverse
she_ stresse may be calculated and in all events, it will be found
that its variation over the cross section will be parabolic.
The question of error always arises whenever an approximation
is made and _ence in the case of shell analysis when the Kirchoff
approximations are utilized. A great deal of research has gone
into this question and the result is that the error is Qf magnitude
( _ ) where _ is the shell thickness and _ the largest curvature
of the shell and the quantity ( _ ) is composedto unity. Fortunately
this error falls within the scope of definition of a thin shell. If it
is rememberedthat a thin shell is one in which the quantity ( _ ) may
be neglected in comparison with unity and a 5% error in analysis is
tolerated, then the Kirchoff hypotheses yield an error of about 5% in
ordinary shell analysis.
4. 3. Strain Variation Wllthin the Shell.
When a surface was deformed, the parameters of length deformation
were the quantities as strain and given as;
Ultimately, the problem is one of expressing the stress resultants in
terms of either the displacements or the deformation functions. Hence,
what is first needed is an expression for the above strains for any
point within the interior of the shell. If such expressions can be
found, then with the aid of Hooke's Law, the stress variation may be
found and hence the stress resuitant expressions integrated.
Now the above strain expressions are good for any surface. Since
a shell of finite thickness is made up of an infinite number of surfaces,
to find the strain variation it is only necessary to choose some
reference surface for which A, B,_,_and u, v, and w are defined and
then find the variation of these quantities f_om surface to surface.
Let the middle surface be the reference surface. Then;
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Consider now substituting into the strain expressions. For
convenience, each of the terms will be separately handled;
1. Normal Strain ._ ;
Substituting ;
I
J
Factoring out (I+_,) and rearranging;
'i#"
Now;
But by the condition of Codazzi, the above may be written as;
Substituting and grouping terms;
The first bracketed term is nothing more than the middle surface
strain while the second term is the curvature change of the surface
in the_coordinate direction. Hence; Y
(,+l_Y) n+/_._) o
2o Shear Strain
The shear strain for the middle surface has been given as;
"E'o'J_k /+ "_-'a_,,-e)
An alternate form of expression can be derived upon expression as;
The latter form of the shear strain expression will be more convenient
to use in deriving the expression for the shear strain variation.
Note further the symmetry that exists in the expression. For con-
venience sake, let
Hence _= _L + _2 and for points away from the middle surface;
Because of the symmetry in _ 1 and _2' only one of these functions
need be evaluated, say Q'I" Thus;
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ILxpanding
But _previously pointed out
Combining terms, the resultant expression for _
• I F-L_I + " ,- V-_L __ "
O.¢'-,_= tS+'_-a I,_s =_j, (H,h.,-?_L *= ,'_ _[
" ,.hiI F.2___aaa,r _+, _,:-<, .,.
( "e" ) becomes;
Forming the resultant expressiofl for_L__(h? );
e c_- ' F_t_a,,-_, _.-_-_l* Va-_-_-'--_-_r7
Consider putting the expression into a form involving only the middle
surface deformations. Toward this end, consider defining four functions,
_,_, _, _, as follows;
i
_-I0
And thus the sheet strain expression may be written as;
Now note the following;
- COl t C02_
Consider further the expressions for _ and _. Now note that the
terms involving w are the same in _ as well as _ and further that
these same terms are identical with those occuring in the expression
for the twist _ of the middle surface. The difference between _ and
_F_ and _ lies in the expressions involving the tangential displace-
mentso Consider now dealing with the tangential displacement terms
only in the following expression
Rewriting ;
8A'-"-__ _,=,C
Or using the condition of Codazzi on the last term, and expanding the
third ;
and hence ;
Thus the tangential displacement terms are the same as those occuring
in the expression for the twist _ . The same can be shown for the
tangential displacement terms in the combination of _ _. Hence;
Consider now taking a common denominator of the expression for
the sh#_r strain.
_-iI
Xxpanding ;
Substituting and noting that
or
the result becomes
in altermate form;
GII_C,,.3 = I
Summary_ of Results
The strain variation through the shell has been found to be as
follows;
/
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4. 4. Stress Variation
The stress strain relation at a point for an isotroplc body is
given as;
Since the Kirchoff hypothesis assumes a state of plane stress, then
O'_O and the above expressions may be considerably simplified. Thus
solving for the stresses as functions of the strains, the result becomes;
(:7_._= E ("e,(_ 4- "v'e/o_)
_O÷v)
Now the strain expressions, e_, _and _, are known at any point within
the shell. Hence by substituting the strain expressions into the above
stress-strain relation, the stress at any point within the shell may be
obtained. Consider first finding the Stress _(y).
Substituting the strain expressions;
The stress _#(_) may be found by an interchange of subscripts with
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with the previous expression. The shesr strain Cf_(Y) is given as;
The strain eyy (_") may also be directly found by a substitution of
the expressions for e_=((Y) and e_(_'). Because of the complexity
of development, the quantity will be evaluated separtely in the
suceeding section.
--- ze-]-+_)LL_'t;_J (;+_,.<_,k'i+ll,.OL
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_. 5. Evaluation of evy (_).
Now the expression for eyv (_) has been given as;
)
Substituting for O_(Y) and _(y ) and combining terms;
Simplifying and rearrlnging; y
- (l-'_,)L6+_q) O+_Y_J
Now the resulting equation is an integral equation of the
Valterra type. However, the equation can be transformed to a linear
differential equation in the following manner. From the definition
of ewy;
e_y = _C,.rC?')
am"
and hence;
where w represents the displacement of the middle surface. Hence
the corresponding differential equation becomes;
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Thus the resulting equation is a first order linear non-homogeneous
differential equation. The general solution for this type of equation
is known. (see Agnew, '_ifferential Equations", pp. 36). Thus
defining the quantities p (y) and q (_v') as follows;
the differential equation becomes;
dY
the resulting solution is given as;
Coe e e cj,C-eld 
0
where C O is the constant of integration. Consider evaluating t_i_
constant. When _= O, w (_) = w. Thus; substituting, the result
is
Co=0J
Consider then evaluating the solution. To ease tke complexity
due to algebra, the exponentials will be first be evaluated. C0nsidcr
then the integral
Integrating;
Y
(_-v)
Consider defining the mean curvature H and the Gausslc_n curvature
K as the following;
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Then the above integral may be written as;
or more conveniently;
-y
5 +a..._,'_]
Now the above integral, with plus or minus signs, enters into all
the tens with the exponentials. However, by a basic identity
and hence ;
.y
- £m_d_ -_-_
Ultimately, what is desired is a polynomial expression in _" .
Hence the above expressions will be expanded by the binomial theorem.
Now it will be abritrarily stated that the resultant expression is
to be truncated at powers of Y" over three.
Consider first expanding the negative exponent expression;
(t- v_ - v_ (,-v) 2,,
+ O- O- L 0 -v3J 6
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Expanding and truncating;
= 14- _...-._--,-_/--I,
0-'¢) t....I 6-v-) L t',-_,) O-v) 6-v.)
- __..6z-_) y.3
a (,-_ vtj
Expanding now the positive exponential;
I,,
d - _ ) L.¢l - l'J d L C J- l,=l j - .2. -
.+
l-4_oZ.c)J/_ _J/.. (_--7"_'5-J
Expanding and truncating;
+ 4 a-z_,) Cz-a_,) H37v a
../
Consider now the function q (_:). This quantity enters into the
integrand of the expression for w (y). Hence upon integration,
it will be raised one power in Y . As a consequence, it will only
be necessary to maintain quadratic terms in its polynomial exresslon.
Now;
¢ I -I--6,a"y'4-6 iik
Combining terms
Ci-_O _ " -_ 6-1")
61-v)
Forming now the product and combining terms;
J 4-
_-18
Integrating ;
o O-_) 0-_,'] t.- c,-_ j
a 30-v) ao-_.)
Consider now forming the product;
y t
o ¢'_") L " ,J 0-_') L" a-'.,_
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,_u-'w 4 aO- )..I U
The resultant expression for w (If) may thus be formed.
terms ;
Ca'Cy')=
Combining
O-Y) 0-_') (,.-'_
L_"+_"7_,_-___,)J_+_ {_,__._0-'_,-')_1 2.... O-v)
0-_) c,-v'?- 0-'7Y_%/ '- el-_,_ _- O-y)
0-_,) <_-_,) LC_-v_" 0-_."---)_ (,-v) " O-Y)..3
O-v')
The above may also be written in a somewhat more simplified form
since the Poisson coefficients may be simplified. Thus;
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The corresponding strain, ev_(_- ) is then given as;
Comments:
Note that at h_= O, the strain_is the value that would
have been predicted at the middle surface from elasticity consider-
ations, namely
e.,.-,.- - >" Ce.,.,+_#')
- 0--"_
Note also that the expression for w (y) contains five basic
q_ntities,_ly, w,e.,_,_and _.ndthesequantities
all appear within the first three terms of the series (i.e.,yz
coefficients). Inclusion of higher powers of Ymerely repeat these
terms, but their coefficients become involved with the curvature
parameters, i.e., _, _, H or K. Thus the series for w(_')
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at least converges in the sense that higher powers of Y will contain
smaller and smaller increments of the five basic quantities previously
mentioned.
_. 6. Stress Resultant Calculation.
The stress resultants have been found to be;
s&
.---_/,.'_o'_Y'6+ _Y')O'Y
The resulting expressions for the stresses may now be substituted
into the above equations. Though the integrations will not be parti-
cularly difficult_ a3 might be expected, they will be more complex
than integrating a polynomial. It is at this point that the error
analysis will be introduced into the resulting equations and in a
sense, this section marks the beginning of the technical theory of
shells. However even at this junction, there is no conxnon agreement
as to whichsimplification to make. In particular, there are three
in common usage and defined as;
i) Love's first approximation theory
ii) Modified Love_s first approximation theory
iii) Love's second approximation theory.
Only the f_rstapproxlmatlonwill be used inthe fol_owlng develdpment;
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I. Love's First Approximation Theory
Love's first approximation theory is the classical one in that
almost all of the literature cited adheres to its approximations,
Thus it is found in Lovers '_athematlcal Theory of Elasticity",
Timoshenko's, 'Plates and Shells", and ultimately in Novozhilov's,
'Theory of Thin Shells". The first approximation theory requires
that all terms of order of magnitude (_) in comparison with
unity be neglected.
A consequence of the above approximation is that the expressions
for stress and strain may be simplified since the denominators,
(I + _Y ) and (I + _) may be taken as unity. Thus the stress
expressions become;
Neglecting terms of _ _ in comparison to unity, the integral of
beco s.
Y
o O-w) O-v) --
Comparing the terms resulting from the integral with the remaining
terms in the stress expressions, it must be concluded that the
contributions of the integral is of order ( _ _ ) in comparison
with unity and hence must be neglected in the first approximation
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theory. Thus the resultant expressions for the stresses become.
The corresponding strain expressions become;
Note the simplicity of the above expressions and their relation-
ship to the form that would have been derived for a flat plate. The
form of the equations for the shell and the plate are identical.
Thus LoveSs first approximation describes the conditions that exist _m
a,_eJJ that iS so thin in comparison with its curvature that the
curvature effects do not influence the stress strain relations.
This is exactly the same phenomenon that is experienced in very thin
curved beams where the classical beam bending formula is still re-
tained.
One further simplification_be made and that is in regard
to the curvature change and twist experiences. Now these quantities
have been given as
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1/here, ss the strain expressions have been givea as;
Comparing the tangential displacement terms _n the cvrv@ture e_@
and torsion expressions to those in tke str@in expressioa_, it _s
seen that they are of the same order of m_gnitude. Since the
curvature change expressions in stress and str@la equations @re
multiplied by _t', it must be concluded that tke curvature ck_a_e
and torsion expressions may be simplified by the exclusion of tk@
tangential displacement terms. Thqs;
Consider now the eval_tion of the stre_ result#hrS, bSqt_, tke_#
expressions may be simplified in that the terms (1+ _) _ad
(I+_Y) occurring in the integrals may be given the value ef uaity.
Substituting and integrating, the results become;
-Z5
!
!
C,-v')
12(,-v') 12f,+ ,l
C_ent s :
Love's first approximation is the clesslcel oae eS used S1P.el',e_l,
analysis. Relssner (NACA TN 1833) states that ell the esseatSel
ingredients of shell theory ere embodied in it. Sa his bo_k,, i
Novo_hilov states that this epproxls_tion is due to Musht4rl-
V_sov (_e Novo_hilov, pp, 85) and is to be used rhea the bend_a$ }
./
stresses are of the s4me order of magnitude es the membrsae or
in-plane stresses. However, vhatever the resulting error, it v$$$
be the analysis on which all subsequent work rill be besed,
Certain interestlns:consequences of the first epprox_tloa
result. Note in particular that the effect of the normal stream
_77van_es. Hence if a first approximtion derivation were tO _e
initially stated, the contraction or expansion of the noml _e
segment could be neglected. In essence this is Steting tk4t •
simultaneous plane stress and plane strain condition m_y _e I_ss_nl_4
without effectlng the first approximation _ss_m_tlons, _vever,
this conclusion hold only fo_ stress resultantS, A further co_R_
will be included for displacement formulations,
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Another interesting observation is that within the scope of
first approximation theory, _ = _ and _ = M_. However,
consider the last equilibrium equation, the one obtained by
summing moments about the Yaxis. This equation is given as;
Thus first approximation theory does not satisfy the above
equation unless the principal curvatures are equal. Hence It must
be concluded that the sixth equilibrium equation must be neglected
in using first approximation theory.
The present development is based on a stress resultant form-
ulation and for such a formulation, it has been found that the
effect of the contraction or expansion of the normal may be neglected
so 'far as first order theory is concerned. However consider the
alternate formulation of the shell problem, namely in terms of
middle surface displacements. Under such circumstances, inspection
of the term w (Y) indicates that terms quadratic in _t" must be
maintained before the first approximation theory can be utilized
to discard terms. In fact, for a first approximation theory,
w (_) must be taken as;
If w (y) is chosen as just w, then the resultlng displace_nt
formulation will yield plane strain rather than plane stress
solutions. ' : : -',
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5. 7. Additional Comments on Curvature and Twist Simplifications
The quantities _ , _ and _' have been given as
In dealing with Love's first approxlmtion, it had been pointed
out that on a basis of a displacement comparison, the tangential
displacement terms appearing in the above expressions might be
omitted and the above equations could then be written in the
simple form
A •
The above simplification will hold for those cases where the
displacements are small and of the same order of nmgnitude as the
strains. Thus the simplifications will certainly hold true for
shallow shells and for those shells where the bending stresses
will be the same order of magnitude as the in plane stresses.
For many shells, however, the above approximation is too restric-
tive and it is the purpose of the present section to show that
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the curvature change and twist expressions should generally be
used with the tangential displacement terms.
n' will rotateAs a surface deforms, the deformed normal, •
relative to the undeformed normal, n, so that if the two normal
were placed at a common origin, say on the undeformed surface,
the situation might appear as shown below.
Let the angle of rotation between the two normals_eeand assume
that this angle is small. The expression for n' had been found
in Chapter II and was given as;
The quantities B, F, and G were coefficients of the first
quadratic form of the deformed middle surface and were found to
be;
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lSubstituting and linearlzlng, the expression n' finally becomes;
Now for sufficiently small values of the angle e , this quantity
may be treated as a vector quantlty with components along Che_[,
3 and [ axis. Remembering that n and n' are both unit vectors,
then;
Expanding;
I
Thus the vector of rotation of the normal n' lies in the tangent
plane to the undeformed surface and hence the plane of the vector
n and n' are perpendicular to this plane. Note further that the
e vector lies in the second quadrant so that the i component
of this vector is in the negative i direction.
Define the scaler components of the rotation vector e as
_)_ and _ , where;
Hence;
As a surface deforms and an element of that surface distorts
and changes dimensionsj _h_ element also rotates about a normal
to the surface. The figure below shows a rectangular element on
an undeformed surface. The deformed element is superposed on the
figure so that both elements lle on the tangent plane to the
undeformed surface. The rotation of the element, designated as_ ,
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will be measuredby the relative angular displacements of the
diagonals of the deformed and undeformed element.
Note that T_' and T_' are the tangent vectors to the c_ and_
curvalinear coordinate curves of the deformed surface and also that
Now as developed in Chapter 2;
Hence;
Therefore the rotation of an element on the surface is given as;
Now the expressions for_,_ and_may be written as;
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where H is the mean curvature and _ the shee_ stress.
"4is now remembered that the curvature are change, _-- w)
as;
then in terms of physical changes on the middle surface
If it
was given
 aAi r -r
Recalling now the simplifications that had been made in
calculating curvature changes, it had been stated that the
quantities _, and _could be neglected in comparison
with _and_. Then attempting at consistency, the tangential
displacement terms in_/_, _and had been discarded on the
i
premise that they would be of the same order of magnitude as the
tangential displacement terms occurring in the neglected strain
terms.
Observing the above equations, it is noted that the tangential
displacement terms occurring in_/_and _measure two different
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physical conditions. In the first case, these terms enter into
the rotation of the normal while in the latter they enter into
the strain. If it is now assumed that although the strains are
small, the rotations need not be providing they do not violate
the bounds of linear theory, then the expressions_/_ ,_ will
measure the change in curvature and _ will measure the torsion,
but these expressions must include the tangential displacement
terms since these terms enter into the rotation expressions.
Summarizing, the expressions for_, _ and f)_ , for
reasonably large rotations of the middle surface, should be taken
as
,q_ n _l na _ eF ,qe_ .8
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,CHAPTE
i. Summary of Equations
Consider now a summary of the equilibrium equations, compat-
ibility equations and stress resultant-deformation equations
based on Love's first approximation.
Equilibrium Equations
Compatibility Equations
/is "A L $;U- a_ _:_-- a_ ,-j ap SLa#
-
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Stress Resultant-Deformation Equations (Love's First Approximation)
-T-_.___ e_ E____._ '3-,
__-_) i_a-__)
26+_)
_y
An alternate statement of the same equations wherin the deformations
are expressed as functions of the stress resultants is given as
follows.
E_
Strain Displacement Relations
"r.= _.o___ ,,-,0_/_
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First and Second Quadratic Forms
6. 2. Resultant Shell Equations Discussion
Two formulations of the shell equations are possible° One
is a formulation whereby the resultant shell equations are exhib-
ited in middle surface displacement form and the other whereby
a middle surface deformation presentation is used° In the present
work, the latter formulation will be utilized.
In attempting to use the middle surface deformation formulation
of the shell equations, it would be wise to briefly review the
shell problem. In dealing with the differential geometry of
surfaces, it was pointed out that if the Gauss-Peterson®Codozzi
conditions were satisfied and if the first and second quadratic
forms of the surface were known, then a surface was uniquely
specified up to its position in space. These arguements_ when
applied to a surface perturbed from some reference surface, led
to the definitions of the three strains, _,_/_, _#@ and the
curvature changes,_/_,_, _r'° Thus a total of six unknowns
were necessary to define the perturbed surface. The Gauss-
Peterson-Codozzi conditions yielded three relations involving the
above six unknowns and hence the surface problem become one of
third degree of indeterminacy.
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A given shell was reduced to a surface problem by using
stress resultants and these in turn were related to each other
by meansof the equilibrium equations. It had been hoped that
the additional equations provided by the equilibrium conditions
would ultimately yield the additional three equations relating
the surface deformations so as to uniquely define the perturbed
or deformed surface. However, the equilibrium equations were
in stress resultant form wh_reas the compatibility equations
and indeed the first and secondquadratic forms of the surface
were in deformation form. Henceadditional equations relating
the stress resultants and deformations had to be developed°
It was at this point that the various assumptions were introduced
thus transforming what up to then was a rigorous linear analysis
to a technical analysis.
Twomajor limitations were imposed on the linear shell
analysis in developing stress resultant deformation relations.
The first limitation was the use of Kirchoff hypothesis which
prescribed the displacement variation through the shell thick-
ness and the second was the use of Love's first approximation
theory which truncated resulting expressions° Thus an error was
introduced into the shell analysis over that which ordinarily
would be associated with linear analysis° The magnitude of the
error was and is generally thought to be of order ( _ ).
Oncethe stress resultant deformation relations exist, then
there exists a total of 16 unknowns, six deformations and ten
stress resultants. However, there exists a total of seventeen
equations, namely the three compatibility equations, the six
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equilibrium equations and the ten stress resultant deformation
results. Thus, there exists one more equation than there are
unknowns. However, inspection of the last of the equilibrium
equations, the one found by taking momentsabout the k axis,
is an algebraic relation relating the transverse shear stress
resultants to the twisting momentstress resultants. This
equation may then be thought of as an equation which is not
linearly independent of the remaining sixteen equations in that
it may be derived from the stress resultant deformation relations
for the stress resultant involved in its form. Thus it may be
concluded that there are only sixteen linearly independent _
equations and sixteen unknowns. Assuming suitable boundary
conditions, the resulting system of equations is solvable.
The introduction of Love's first approximation theory has
somewhatsimplified the numberof unknownsnecessary to consider.
Thus as has been found, _ =-_ and M_#= H#_ Hence, there
are only a total of fourteen unknowns. The number of indepen-
dent equations is now fourteen, the three compatibility equations,
the five equilibrium equations (the sixth being discarded in that
it's not linearly independent of the remaining equations), and
the six stress resultant deformation relations. Note one thing,
in dealing with the general problem it was mentioned that the
sixth equilibrium equation could be discarded in that it
could be derived from the stress resultant deformation
equation relating transverse shear and twisting moment. In using
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Love's first approximation theory, this equation must be dis-
carded in that it cannot be satisfied.
The problem that is being now confronted is the manner in
which the resultant shell equations are to be formulated° They
maybe stated in terms of strains and curvature changes or they
maybe formulated using stress resultants. From the mathematical
view either formulation is acceptable. However, prevalence in
literature dictates that the stress resultant formulation is the
more desirable.
Whatever formulation is utilized, it is almost invariably
true that the transverse shear stress resultants are eliminated
from the system of equations. The reasons for this are two fold.
Oneis that the use of the Kirchoff hypothesis in essence negates
the existence of this stress resultants and secondly, stress
resultants by themselves are not the end of shell analysis.
Invariably, once the stress resultants have been calculated,
either middle surface displacements or stresses are calculated
from the stress resultant solution. Thus if the transverse sheer
stress resultant were explicitly solved, then since there does
not exist any stress resultant deformation relation for this
variable, an auxiliary stress resultant system of equations would
have to be solved in order to find the other stress resultants°
Since a stress resultant formulation Of the resultant shell
equations will be presented and since Love's first approximation
theory will be utilized in expressing the relations between
deformations and stress resultants, then a total of eight equations
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will be necessary. Nowthe equations of equilibrium provide five
equations and thus it will be necessary to transform the three
compatibility equations into stress resultant form.
6.i3. Compatibility Equations in Terms of Stress Resultants.
In order to facilitate the transformation, each of the com-
patibility equations will be dealt with separately. Furthermore,
if the first transformed compatibility equation is obtained, the
second may be found by an interchange Of subscripts. Thus, it is
only necessary to transform the first and third of the compatibility
equations.
I. First compatiblity equation.
This equation is given as
Substituting the deformation-stress resultant expressions;
E6' a_ / F__..6' a_
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Multiplying through by _'_ , the result becomes;
The above equation may be simplified but the basis of the
simplifications lies not in the stress resultants but rather in
the displacements. Note first that the force stress resultants
are prefixed by a quantity _2which indicates that so far as
order of terms are concerned, the force stress resultants are
at least of order (_) higher than the moment stress resultants°
Note further that each force stress resultant has its corresponding
image in the moment stress resultant. That is to say the struc-
ture of the first compatibility equations in looking at the
stress resultant part is the same as that for the moment stress
resultant.
If the above equation were expressed in terms of strains and
curvature changes, note that the order of magnitude of all its
terms would be the same. This is most readily seen by inspecting
the original and given statement of the first compatibility
equation. Now is using Love's first approximation, it has been
shown that the curvature change and twist expressions could be
simplified so as to contain only terms dependent on the rotations.
Thus strain terms of the type(k e_where k is the curvature and e
is the strain could be discarded in comparison with the curvature
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change_ or the twist _r_ Noweach curvature change or twist
term in the first compatibility equation has a direct counter-
part in the strain terms and hence on the basis of consistency,
these latter terms maybe dropped. Thus the force stress
resultants maybe omitted and the first compatibility equation
takes the form
_p
Or rewriting ;
Or more conveniently, in the final form
direct analogy, the second c_rn_b_l_t_ _ equation may be written°
2o Third compatibility equation°
_e third compatibility equation is given as;
+',"_+_-,<'_+ {_ .-<-_ +_- ___
Note t_t in this case, simplifications of the type encountered
in the first compatibility equation cannot be effected° The
tangential displacement terms in the above equation occur in
derivative form whereas the curvatures appear as algebraic structures°
Thus an order of comparison argument cannot be made°
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Substituting
C'_..<--,,._',+_+-,,),_ ,-,- <,<><4- ._L_
- C,+',.a_ T_G"L=o..ij
Multiplying through by E:_12._" and recombining the terms;
_,.j.<-A,-,,___c-=.-,,__<-,+,.__.<-,,-,-.,.->_<_+,,__-,-,.77.0_,
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6. 4. Resultant Differential Equations for A Shell=
Consider now summarizing the equations of compatibility and
equilibrium.
(I)
(8)
Note that there are as many unknowns as there are equations
and hence a solution is possible= Now each of the stress resultants
can be expressed in terms of middle surface displacements except for
two, -_y and_y. The scheme is now to eliminate these two stress
resultants from the above corresponding system of equations.
Consider solving for T_.. and_y from equations (4) and (5).
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Thus;
Further, consider eliminating _q_ from the above two equations.
Since the above two equations are symmetric in the _ and_ sub-
scripts and the terms associated with them, it is only necessary
to deal with one equation, say the expression for -F_y ° Nowfor
the elimination of _in the expression for-_, equation (6) will be
utilized. Multlplying-_y by (I + v) AB and making the substitution;
- CM,.<-',,'M_3a8
'' ac_,
Expanding
-'v'a__@.M_ + 8a,!-l_ +ae, I_,t_m -",,'B a_U.__.<:<_--_a__....eM,_<,,@_ _" a--'_" a_ a_.
_ a_.__.,<,<.,+=as _t ,
Combining terms ;
or;
T_.<-- .._L_ _&.e_:<<,+lll_._
and hence by analogy;
___ _ c_<_,,+_,,/)
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Note that the above results correlate with those found in
simple beambending theory, namely that the transverse sheer
force is directly dependent on the moment°
Consider now substituting the above relations into the
remaining equations.
_-Ci-,,') cl_--o
_4) _ c6_.a-..__cs_.=_-m_.-_._.)-c,+_.)__rx___,__ :o
. <,f_
8# r-r- ,_ T
=,0
Note now that there are six equations in six unknowns.
6. 5. Discussion of Boundary Conditions
What now has resulted is a set of six partial differential
equations in terms of six unknowns, the quantities-T_ ,t-_ ,%,
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M_, M_ , M_. Thus there are as _ny equations as there are
unkno_s and hence one requirement for a solution of the equation
is satisfied. The other requirement is for suitable boundary
conditions°
The use of the _rchoff _pothesis in plate solutions had
s_ t_t in general, all boundary conditions on the displacements
(or stress resultants) could not be satisfied and an equivalent
transverse she_r had to be developed° Since the _rchoff hypotheses
were also used in developing the present shell eq_tions, a
similar situation will also be found to be true°
It is tacitly assumed that a free edge of a shell coincides
with a principal cu_alinear coordinate line, and further, that
the free inner surface of the shell lies in a plane nor_l to the
shell middle surface° Assume further that on this free edge,
there exists a general stress resultant state. For arguments
sake,let the edge of the shell coincide with some#= constant
coordinate lineo Th_showing only the stress resultants _
-]-_ and ]-_y, the situation appears as sho_o
M_d_I T_Yd#_
\ f
\
/\/
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For a sufficiently small segment d$_, the curvature of the
principal coordinate line may be considered as constant. Now
assume further that over this segment, the stress resultants,
-_v', T_ and 54_ are constant. These corresponding forces
and moments may be found by multiplying the stress resultants
by the length increment d_=, and further, may be assumed to be
acting at the center of the line segment as shown.
Consider now a sufficiently large segment of the _< coordinate
line and assume that it has been broken up into a series of segments
each of which has a constant curvature but which may be different
from the adjacent values° Furthermore, assume that for each
segment there are the stress resultants and forces pictured in the
above segment° Over each arc segment then, the stress resultants
are assumed to be constant and of value equal to the stress re-
sultant defined at the beginning of each arc segment° Thus in
the sketch previously shown, the stress resultants indicated are
the values found at the left end point of the arc.
Two adjacent arcs are pictured in the following sketch°
%
z-S;
/
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The end points for the first arc are a & c while its mid point
is b. For the second arc, the end points are c & e while its
mid point is d. Note that the curvatures of the two arc are
_l • Note further that thedifferent so that _z = _i+ _
stress resultants for the second arc are defined at point c
while for the first arc they are defined at point a. Consider
now replacing the twisting moment)M_f, by means of two
forces equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. Let these
forces be assumed to act perpendicular to the cords of each
of the arcs and further let these forces be at the ends of the
arcs. The situation is as shown. (The figure shows only the
decomposition of _4a_
1 !
along the chord and perpendicular to it. Now perpendicular to
the chord, the resulting force component is;
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At point c, consider the components of the result_ force
But for " small angles, _s_d_)_Ft..J._. i, and hence
while parallel to the chord, the component is given as;
Again for small angles, _i_Cd@_i)_(d@_). But for prinicpal
curvalinear coordinates
and further;
dS_:A_',; d_. _+_ .)
Substituting and simplifying;
and hence;
Thus the horizontal component becomes;
Consider then the total resultant transverse and she_r stress
resultant forces. Letting these be designated as T_ye_ and
, the result becomes;
A _r
Dividing through by _S_ and passing to the limit;
1 _ = constant coordinate line
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By direct analogy; ,
J c_ = constant coordinat line
6. 6. Commentary
Note that the derivation of the effective force stress re-
sultants is a direct consequence of the Kirchoff hypothesis. However,
it is not dependent on whether the first approximation, or its
modification, or the second approximation is utilized. As a conse-
quence, generality of results dictates that the distinction between
"_ and _-_k_be maintained. The same is of course true for P_
and M_o_ •
It should be specifically mentioned that the effective shears
are used only for boundary conditions not for the interior of the
shell. Note further that if the shell is a body of revolution and
sy_netrically loaded, then _= _#_ EO and hence the effective
shesrs become the true values.
Thus on a given free edge of a shell, there are only four
independent stress resultants to be evaluated rather then the five
which would result if exactness of the stress resultants was post-
ulated. The use of the effective sheers adds another approximation
into shell theory, but this approximation yields errors of the
same order of magnitude as the Kirchoff hypothesis.
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Addendum
In dealing with the material of Chapters 2 and 3, the derivatives
of the unit vectors, i, j, and k are extensively used. However,
nowhere in those chapters are these derivatives developed. To correct
this oversight, the present addition is included.
Consider now a surface for which the oK and_ curves are the
principal curvalinear coordinate curves° Let i and j be the tangents
to the _ and/ curves and let [ be given as
i=7xj
The situation is pictured below.
It is obvious that k is in the direction of the normal, _, to the
surface and further that;
But in magnitude;
and
Thus
A-I
1A.i. Differentiation of the i vector.
Since the differentiation of a vector will again yield a
vector whose component can be resolved along the (i, j, k)
triad, then it will be convenient to find the components
directly;
i° i component
The sca_ component is given as
which may also be _itten as
Hence
2. j component
The sca_r component is given as
which may also be written as
and hence
Consider now evaluating the derive t ive (_/_ m
is a continuous position vector
Substituting for _ and (a_) , then;
Expanding the right side of the above expression
O=< _o(
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If r
oHence solving for _ ;
Then returning to the original problem
Or
Expanding the right side again
But
and hence
J"
Thus in final form
_ _-_ = -_
component
The k scalar component is given as
For this
and which may be rewritten as
-c.
Consider now evaluating the vector _/a_ .
purpose consider a section of the _< curvalinear curve
and let the plane of the paper be normal to the surface.
Since the _ curve is a principal direction curve on
the surface then there will be associated with the
surface in that direction a quantity called the radius
° A-3
of curvature, _, which will be the reciprocal of the
curvature of the surface, _ . The portion of the
curve is shownon the accompanyingsketch.
Nowby similar triangles
Hence j a_ J_ A._. = h,_ A
Note that by the theorem of P_odrigues, dk must be in the
same direction as _m which in the limit is the i
b.
direction. Hence;
a_
Returning then to the sought component
1. ":"1 component
The scal_r component is given as
Hence
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,,
J component
This component is given as
(_,9)
Now as has been shown
A c,,#:ec,,_)
Expanding the right side of the above equation
Solving for OI/Sj
Hence ;
Expanding the right side
c_-._)=_ e+_-c;._)
But by analogy with the 7 vector, (7 " _/a_ ) = 0 and thus
component
The k component is given as
The above may be rewritten as
(_._)-,__--<'_r_-c'r._)-_-_-._
However by analogy with the expression for
a_
and thus
(_. a_p') : o
Now the remaining derivatives have either been calculated in the inter:
mediate steps of the above development or may be found by an interchange
of letters. The results are given in the following table.
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1
E
k
-/_=A
_%=
- -_ B
k# B
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